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EXECUTIVE

IS PESSI-

MISTIC REGARDING STRIKE
SITUATION

at St. Paul, to proceed to the Cain
ment and Houghton mining territory
and Investigate complaints made hy
Austrian miners there as to treat.
ment they have received.
Charges
have been made that peonage exists
in some parts of the mining country.
No representations have heen made
to the state department because of
the' vague character of the charges.
MUNSON'S CLOSE CALL
Macon, Ga., Jan. 9. John B. Munsou, president and general manager
of the Georgia Southern and Florida
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HILLING
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THINK
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railroad, had a narrow escape from
BE
in a wreck THE COMMERCIALISM RULING
FIMSIIESJNVESTIQATION death early this morning
near Cordele, Ga., in which three per
sons were killed and 27 were injured. OF A TEXAS JUDGE WILL BE IN
SAYS MINERS AND OPERATORS
Mr. Mun3on's official car was on
VOKED IN MILLIONAIRE'S
CAN SETTLE IF THEY ARE
the train and turned completely over,
CASE
LET ALONE
throwing the president out of his bed
and badly bruising him.
POSED
AS MAN AND WIFE
EVICTION CASES ARE CITED
;

MANY

ARE

"HOOKED"

Austin, Texas, Jan. 9. The annual
MANY FAMILIES ARE SAID TO state hookworm report today showed THE COUPLE PASSED IN MOBILE
HAVE BEEN TURNED OUT
SOCIETY AS "MR. AND
thta 46.3 per cent of about 11,000
Texas children examined microscopINTO THE COLD
MRS."
ically during 1913 had hookworm.
Houghton, Mich., Jan. 9. Governor
Mobile, Ala., Jan. 9. The prelim
Woodbridge N. Ferns finished hiB
inary hearing .of Joel M. Foster, the
personal work In the copper etrike ALBANIAN FRONTIER
wealthy poultry farmer of Browns
district today and left for his home
Mills, N. J., who was arrested here
in Big Rapids at noon.
IS RECOGNIZED Wednesday, charged with violation of
"I got what I came for," he said,
the Mann white slave law, has been
as he stepped aboard the train. "This
set for January 14. Foster has em
strike cannot be settled in a week or GREECE, ITALY AND GERMANY ployed two prominent lawyers of this
a fortnight. I think that If it were
city to defend him and it is underCOME TO A FINAL AGREEleft to the miners and employers
stood they will invoke in his case
MENT
themselves it would be settled very
the recent decision of a federal judge
quickly. It is the advice of the outin
9.
Venizelos
Premier
Texas, who held that the intent of
Jan.
Rome,
sider, and this is a somewhat ven- of Greece was convinced, after a the Mann act was merely to prevent
turesome thing to say that is likely
with the Marquis Di commercialized vice.
to do more than anytfiing else to pro conference today
Foster this forenoon remained in
San Giuliano, Italian minister of forlong this strike."
a perfect agreement his room at a fashionable hotel and
that
affairs,
eign
The governor said he thought the
of the Bouthern fron- refused to see interviewers. His foron the
present an inopportune time for tier of question
Albania existed between Italy mer stenographer. Miss Delilah Bradexecutive action, calling attention to
unre ley, whom he is charged with having
the fact that the judicial machinery and Austria and was supported
to brought here from New Jersey in vioof the state is in full swing. He said servedly by Germany. According
lation of the Mann white slave act,
lines
are
frontier
the
this
agreement,
lie was unwilling as governor to do
the hotel, where the two
or say anything that might be con- to be drawn as arranged by the In today left
London. were arrested, and sought seclusion
in
ternational
conference
strued by any Interest as an attempt
Some of the details have not been fin- in a private boarding house.
to Influence the course of justice.
During their stay at the hotel the
ally settled.
Eviction Cases Reported
were known as Mr. and Mrs.
As
couple
Aegan
the
Islands,
Italy,
regards
Two additional eviction cases were
and obtained admission.-liitnd- Germany-accep- t
substan
Foster,,
Austria
beto
the' governor, and it'
related
of this city.
circles
Ed
Sir
made
society
the
by
proposal
came evident that this phase of the tially
to
is
the
have
Greece
ward
Grey.
situation Is likely to assume major
proportions soon. In this 'connection Island of Chios and Mitylene, while
CAUGHT HIM SLEEPING
the governor was Informed of the de- the islands occupied by Italy are to Waldron, Ark., Jan. 9. John Dale,
cision of the state supreme court at be the subject of direct negotiations who for twenty, years has defied revLansing, upholding Judge O'Brien's between Constantinople and Rome.
enue officers in the western counties
decision as to dilatory plans.
of Arkansas, was found asleep in the
The men who told their stories
woods near here today and arrested
were strikers from the Winona mine. CHILD HYGIENIST HAS
by a United States marshal's posse
Theodore Bessenette said his furnion charges of operating an illicit sfll.
ture was thrown out yesterday and
lay asleep on his rifle at the
OIK Dale
was still in the snow. His wife and NEW FIELD FOR
foot of a tree.- - Awakened to find six
four children, ranging in age from
guns pointed at him, he showed fight,
10 to 18 years, he said, were housed
DR. HOAG OF LELAND STANFORD but was soon overpowered.
with neighbors. Josip Burcar, whose
Dale's crude still and 260 gallons of
UNIVERSITY READS INTERfamily consists of four children, the
were confiscated and the operESTING FAPER
liquor
eldest less than five years ; old, said
ator was put In jail. His whiskey-makin- g
one of his children was sick and that
device was of the portable
Battle Creek, Mich., Jan, 9. Men
the doctor at Winona "would not
and moral advancement kind generally known as "a wild-ca- t
tal,
physical
come for nothing."
attempts
of mankind was discussed from al- still." As early as 1894
' That
brought action from the gov- most
anglel by men and women were made to corner Dale, and scores
every
SulliDaniel
and
to,
ernor,
turning
informed In the respective fields of of government officers, after trailing
van, president of the union's district
endeavor at today's session of the him for months in isolated regions of
to
the
he
see that
told him
council,
Scott and Polk counties, abandoned
etrike relief fund provided a doctor National Race Betterment conference
.
a
"half
to
the
addresses
chase.
addition
In
by
Bur-car
at once. Sullivan explained that
known
of
score
speakers,
nationally
had made no report of the Illness
two papers prepared by menTip'hle
to his union.
CONTAIN
Sullivan said he recognized that to attend were read to the delegates. TRUNK
the union would have to meet the On the program for the forenoon
session were Booker T. Washington,
eviction situation soon.
MYSTERY'S ANSWER
. Thus
far all cases in which, the who discussed "The Negro Race," and
Dr.
Ernest
a
Hoag
by
prepared
paper
force
has
use of plain
Dcei alleged
have come from the Winona district. of Leland Stanford University on BROTHER OF DEAD WOMAN, HOW'"" ;ir'
The mine management explained to School Hygiene."
EVER, REFUSES TO ALLOW-Ithe governor that no evictions, as "The child hyglenist occupies a new
SEARCHED
euch, had taken place, that there had field and his work makes necessary
been some dispossessions where fam- the recognition of a new profession,"
Los. Angeles, Cal., Jan. 9. If Josilies had seemingly left the location said Dr. Hoag's paper. "The modern
Graves, brother of Mrs. Mary
and that the company was holding the school health officer must be a spe- eph
Graves
Cox, can prevent it, the police
furniture in storage.
cialist, carefully trained in the prob- will not
open the trunk the woman
Undecided
as
lems of child hysiene, particularly
Moyer Is
to Florence Moore at Yuma
addressed
Whether he will remain here to this applies to the school child.",.
last
Tuesday,
just a few hours before
Booker, Washington Speaks
personally direct the strike in tie
she killed W. M. Melton and her
to
or
T.
mines
Booker
Washington
go
copper
Washington emphasized
and then took her
to petition the legislative committee what, he termed the importance of daughter, Florence,
own life.
of
Labor
Federation
American
of the
giving the negro the fullest possible
to call a general strike of miners in assistance so that his influence might Graves also said he would permit
no prying into the registered package
Michigan, probably will be decided have a healthy effect on the body
Mrs. Cox mailed to him, and which is
II.
president
Charles
Moyer,
politic'
today by
now in the San Francisco postoffice,
of
Miners.
cit"There are ten nntllon colored
of the Western Federation
aud-- ' izens in this
awaiting his call. The trunk Mrs,
H.
Tanner,
"and
Charles
he
and
saU,
country,"
Moyer
itor of the federation, have not' been they are here to stay. They will help Cox sent to Miss Moore at Yuma is
released by the special grand jury, or they will hinder. The white peo- said to have contained the effects of
before which they testified yester- ple can make the negro become a her daughter, Florence, some belongbetter citizen by not only being frank ings of Mrs. Cox and a number of
day.
After their arrival here from Chi- with him with reference to his short- letters which the police believe might
shed some light on the woman's reacago yesterday Moyer and Tanner comings but by praising him when
son for perpetrating the triple tragcan
well.
ho
in
be
the
Creater
does
hours
two
grand
jury
good
spent
room. The nature of their testimony accomplished if the strong points of edy.
Miss Moore left Yuma for
San
the negro are emphasized and less
was not made public.
Francisco Wednesday, just before the
stress placed on the weak points."
Sir Horace FInnkett, In his paper, trunk arrived. The trunk has been
Consul to InVestioate
9.
Austrian
The
for concentrated efforts to seized by Yuma officers. The police
Jan.
pleaded
Washington,
an order permitting
embassy in Washington has asked improve rural sections rather than hero will seek
them
to
its contents.
search
districts.
consul
urban
Austrian
vice
Edgard Prochnik,
.
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.GENERAL BUCKNER DEAD
Munfordville, Ky., Jan. 9 The bedy
of General Simon Bolivar Buckner,
who died at his nome, "Glen Lily,"
near here, laat night, will be con
veyed by special train tomorrow to
Frankfort for ; burial. The widow.
relatives and About 20 close friends
of the Buckner family will accom
pany the body of the last surviving
lieutenant general of the. confederate
army from this city to the state capital. ,
i
General Buckner's death was due to
the infirmities of age. He was in his
ninety-firs- t
year. He had been a
member of the United States army
for ten years; was a veteran of the
Mexican war; for four years was
governor of Kentucky, and in 1896
was a candidate for vice president of
the United States on the gold democratic ticket headed by General John
i
IL Palmer.
The announcement was made this
afternoon at the Buckner home that
the funeral train will leave Munfordville about 10 o'clock tomorrow morning and is expected to reach Frankfort about 3 oVlock in the afternoon.
Burial will tatse place Immediately on
the train's amval. ....
General Buckner's family today
received messages of condolence
from many persons prominent in ix
litical and military circles.
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PROGRESSIVES ARE ACTIVE
Des Moines, la., Jan. 9. All doubt
as to the intention of Iowa progressives to nominate full state and
county tickets, and also candidates
for United States senator and the
TO
house of representatives., seemed to
have been dispelled when the meeting of the state committee opened
this morning. During today's session addresses were delivered by O.
K. Davis, secretary of the national
ULSTER UNIONISTS PREPARE TQ
committee; J. H. Wrylie, state chair
BATTLE
AGAINSX
DUBman, and B. O. Ayleswocth, state or
LIN GOVERMENT
ganizer. W. E. Cadmus and George
Fitch of Peoria are on the program
as speakers tonight

ARE

raise

COMMISSION'S WORK
Concord, N. H., Jan. 9.

mmjm.

mi

ENDS

Hearings FIVE MILLIONS WILL BE PAID TO
before the commissron appointed by
RELATIVES OF MEN KILLthe United States court to determine
ED IN BATTLE
whether the release Qf Harry K.
Thaw on bail would endanger public
FIERCE
BATTLE
EXFECTED safety were concluded today, and AHUY
'.CFnCEK, TO EEL?
three members of the commission
THIS IS BELIEVED TO ACCOUNT went to Boston to consult their colleague, Dr. Morton Prince, who has FORMER SOLDIERS OF BRITAIN
FOR THE SUDDEN EXIT OF
been confined to his home by illness.
ARE ASKED TO ASSIST IN
It is expected that the findings of
THE OUTBURST
the commission will be filed with
Presidio, Tex., Jan. 9 A fresh in Federal Judge Aldrieh within a few
Belfast, Ireland, Jan. 9. A fund:
flux of refugees from Ojinaga bore days.
amounting to $5,000,000 to indemnify
witness to the belief on the Mexican
the relatives of the killed and woundside of the line that General Villa is
ed among the Ulster Unionist Voabout to lead the combined forces of CARNIVAL CF SIUEBER
lunteers has been raised, according to
the constitutionalists to town. Prepannouncement made today by Caparations were made by Red Cross
IN
GEBEMN
PROVINCE
James Craig, unionist member
tain
and army authorities to care for more
for
East
Down, Ulster, at a gaiher-in- g"
wounded.
:
of unionists' here.
The scene in the border district is ELEVEN PERSONS ARE KILLED
He said the sum required had bet a
a strange one to dwellers on this side
IN UNSPEAKABLY
BRUTAL
The utilization of .tbe in
exceeded.
of the river. The
trail from
MANNER
was contingent on hosfund
demnity
Presidio to Marfa, Tex., the nearest
between the nniori-Is- ts
tilities
occurring
railroad station, rises from the Rio
Berlin, Jan. 9. Two crimes of vioand
Ulster
of
the Irish governGrande valley 2,000 feet to a cold, lence
the death of 11 per- ment after the introduction of hania
involving
t
plateau. On this bleak sons were committed today in Sol-da- rule.
road trudge Mexican women and chilprovince of East Prussia, and
The unionists declaro that their-plandren their arms full of such" possesHamburg.
are complete to resist hom
sions as they can carry, and their
At Soldau an entire family, con- rule by armed force. They have raisbright-huegarments flapping in the sisting of a man and his wife with ed an
army alleged to include thouwind.
Here and there on the trail five
children, were found in their
are seen a handful of ragged Mexican house with their throats cut and the sands of disciplined men under tlie
leadership of retired officers of thoi
soldiers without their guns, or a
gas turned on. A dog with its head British army.
wounded
federal
officer limping almost severed was
lying beside
The unionists assert' they will defy
through the sand; a. runaway burro them, pecuniary difficulties are sup
measures of a government siany
nibbling at the mesquite, a lumber- posed to have driven the parents to
at Dublin. The activity of th
ing United States army wagon or an kill the children and then commit ting
movement
caused the governmw
aiitomoMl
of a 'suicide:
v
bearing- the
"'..-some time ago u iesstte a precis n
wealthy refugee.
At Hamburg- a city policeman kill
prohibiting the importation
The Mexicans sleep on the ground, ed his
three daughters and then him arms and ammunition.
and at night a line or little camp fires self
after a family quarrel.
winding through, the mountains and
LAND MAN ACQUITTED
over the plateau traces tie route of
Jan. 9. Judie Robert J2L
Denver,
the 2,000 or more refugees in their
In tha United States district
TO
Lewis
WILSON
WRITES
flight to safety.
court today decided that I). C. Bea- Colorado Realty Holding
HIS COY FRIENDS man and the
Rebels Take the Orient
a subsidiary of the Colorado
company,
9.
Jan'.'
Mexican
Wichita, Kas.,
Fuel and Iron company, were not
rebels have seized 300 miles of the
of fraud in the acquisition of
guilty
CHIL-DRE&
railTHANKS
PRESIDENT
Mexico
THE
Kansas City,
Orient
160 acres of land in Huerfano counFOR SENDING HIM
way in Mexico and are operating
ty. The government claimed that the
trains over it, according to a report
GIFTS
land was filed on as a homestead
received here today by J. O. Davidwhen it was valuable chiefly for its
now in
Pass Christian, Miss., Jan. 9,
son, one of the receivers
coal. The court decided that the dts
most
deerrlv
of
absorbed
for
the
Orient
the
Though
properties.
charge
Some of the railway employes, Mr. part in tha affairs of state, President fendants did not have I,ftice that iha
Davidson said, have been forced to Wilson has availed himself of leisure tract originally had been taken wp as
continue work under the rebels and momenjs during his vacation here to agricultural land.
others have been discharged and answer scores of
letters
NEW HAVEN IS SILENT
their places filled by rebel sympa- from children' in this vicinity. It is
New York, Jan. 9. The executive
thizers.
one of the many things which the committee of the New Haven RailNo Immediate efforts to regain pos- president would like to do at Washroad company met today and stk
session of the property will be made ington, for he enjoys rending the let
nounced at the ciose of a session
said.
Mr.
Davidson
by the receivers,
ters of children, but finds it impos lasting three hours and a half tbat
sible at the White House, because of only routine business had been trans.pressure of important business.
acted. Chairman Elliott attended
OHFQFLOYED MEN RIOT
None of the letters i3 made public,
and it was understood Unit
for the president always defers that affairs he discussed with. Attorney
FRISCO STREETS to. the recipient. But as the receipt General Mclteynolds during MX.
of a letter of the president of the
visit in Washington were conUnited States is not an everyday oc- sidered. Mr. Elliott leaves for
ARE ARRESTED AND currence in the hamlets and towns
LEADERS
ington tonight to resume his conferHELD FOR TRIAL A WEEK
along the Gulf coast, information ence with Attorney General McKey-nold- s.
FROM TODAY
about them has leaked out in various
"" '
ways.
TO REDUCE RATES
San Francisco, Jan. 9. Every seat
Master Cecil Brown of Mississippi
in police court was filled today with City has two letters from the presiDenver, Colo., Jan. 9. State railthe unemployed and tile corridors of dent, more than any of the other road commissioners ami express comfrom Colorado,
the Hall of Justice were packed with youngsters. Master Brown a few days pany represenative
idle men, when the six men arrested ago stood in the road waving an Arizona, Montana, California, Nevada.
yesterday in riots were brought to American flag and baited the bis au- Idaho, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoss.
bar, aud their cases, continued one tomobile.
tag met here, today to readjust exweek.
Detectives mingled with tile
"I want to give yon some candy," press rates 'in. eccwd;ne& v?i!h th
crowd id the balls and court room, he told the president, "and I want recent ruling
tbt iutfsvvuta ctt-nterc- e
and a detail of uniformed police pa- you to eat it, because I made it myAt this njornlng.
commission.
trolled parts of the city where the self."
session It was dcclathat the ni;::::-The president took the box of is applicable to Intrastate b
unemployed rioted yesterday, to pre- ccsnt further disorders or any move home-madcandy,, while Master! and that a general redact;
ment, in force, on the Hall of Justice. Brown, attired in Boy Seout uniform, rates, in some instances jmwmi
automobile 50 per cent, rmv-- t ho mal.
During the hearing W. A. Thorn, sulufed proudly as the
the leader of the rioters, informed proceeded. When Mr. Wilson got.
the court that after his arrest, last thrmiKh with his important letters he
. w
or'., ," n. 0 - iV
night he had been separated from wrolo the boy thanking Mm for the
son of Jose mam Paio ut
bis companions, placed in 'solitary gift.
1 re id, nt vt ?'e !
v.io a
confinement and' finally beaten by
1
t
!
(Upf
no
weer
FAILS
NEBRASKA
BANK
vi;h
There
marks
officers.
four
on Thorn's face, save a puffed eye,
Superior, Neb,, Jan. 9. The First eoVItr dnr,r. m -i'
t
r
which lis suffered in last night riot, National Bank of SSwperf.tr did nrt p i re, fur 'p 1 I
f
)
V
on
bruises
tf
this
the
for
exhibit
to
Tmsinfos
offered
open,
but he
mornirs,
j
lii3 body, la fact, tlio bailiffs bad to doors being closed fi tt o on!;TB of
, c", i '
prevent him from undressing before Hio comptroller of tha currency,
the court. The judge made no com- cnr Un- - to an MriOHticciiw.t of Tre
ideut C. K. Aiiiima,
ment when continuing the cases.
SEEN

CARRYING LARGE
BUNDLES ON BACKS

wind-swep-

s

Los Angeles, Jan.
the Mexican outlaw

9.

Ralph Lopez,
who killed six
men and escaped several sheriff's
mine at
posses in the
BSngharn, U., was in Los Angeles
yesterday, and was reported today
to be in Com p to a, ten miles south of
here, according to information received at the sheriff's office.
I
not reveal anyThe ..sheriff
tbat"Lopez waathing "further
recognized on the streets by a fellow
countryman, who once worked in a
mine with the desperado. Deputies
conducted a search for Lopez in
Compton without result.
Utah-Ape-

TRANSVAAL

x

STRIKE

DECODES SERIOUS

-

7M
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FRIDAY, JANUARY

DEFENCE
CITIZENS'
ENTIRE
FORCE IS CALLED OUT FOR
ACTION
Capo Town, Union of South Africa,

Jan. 9. The entire active citizen defense force of the Transvaal was call
ed out by a proclamation issued to
day after an urgent meeting pf; the
cabinet to consider the situation
brought about by the railroad strike.
This action was taken on the ground
that serious disorders were anticipated.
Tile burgher of several districts of
the Orange' Free State also were called to arms.
General Jan Christlann Sinots, minister of defense of the Union of
South Africa, and Henry Burton, minister of railways, departed hurriedly
for Johannesburg after the cabinet
council had ended.
Tried to Dynamite Train
Johannesburg, Union of South Africa, Jan. 9. An attempt to blow up
a train was made here today by strike
sympathizers. The explosive consisting of three" sticks of dynamite,
with a detonator attached, was discovered by a foreman as he was Inspecting the line between Witpoortje
and Lulpaardsvli. A passenger train
from Zeerust was due at .the time.
The dynamite had been fixed to the
track in such a way that its explosion was inevitable on the impact of
a train.
ONLY PROFIT

TAXED

Washington, Jan. 9 No timber land
will be subject to the income tax until the timber is cut and marketed
and then only the profit, after the
cost, which will include protection of
the growing timber, is deducted, will
be subject to assessment This, is
the interpretation placed by P. S.
Ridsdalo, secretary of the American
Forestry association, on a decision
of the treasury department on the
subject.
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BURuED TERRIBLY
Blotches on Neck and Shoulders,
Also on Face. Rough and Scaly.
Lost Much Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Proved Perfect Cure.

SPOBTNEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB
PORTS ON THE YEAR'S
ACTIVITIES

RE-

The annual

New York, Jan. 9

" My wozema tx naa by
Drydon, Ore.
forming small blotches over my neck and
shoulders, also on my fare and lator bocame
rough and scaly. First It
appeared in blotchos, then
it came In pimples and
lastly It appeared in a sort
of a rash. It Itched and
burned so terribly that I
scratched It and made sores.
My clothing irritated my
The eczema
body.
my face very much
and itched so that I lout much sleep and
couldn't work while (t lasted.
"I used many medicines but none of them
took any effect. The disease lasted nearly
two months before I used Outlcura Soap
ra
and Ointment. I first washed with the
8oap, then applied the Cutlcura
Ointment to the parts affocted. The Cutlcura Soap and Ointment gave me much
relief within two weeks and they proved a
perfect cure in a month." (Signed) J. O.
Corlctt, Nov. 19, 1912.
For red, rough, chapped and bleeding
bands, Itching, burning palms, and paluful
ftnger-end- s
with shapeless nails, a one-nigCutlcura treatment works wonders. Soak
bands, on retiring, in hot water and Cutlcura
Soap. Dry, anoint with Cuticura Ointment
and wear soft bandages or old, loose gloves
during the night. Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold everywhere.
Sample of each
Skin Book. Address
mailed free, with 32-post-car"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
WMen who shave and shampoo with Cutlcura Soap will And It host for.sldn and scalp.

re-
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The Stockmen's Smoker is to be
held at the Auditorium Friday even
ing, January 23.

CIIILD8EN HATE OIL.
CALOMEL AND PILLS
'CALIFORNIA
SYRUP
OF FIGS"
BEST FOR TENDER STOMACH, LIVER, BOWELS
Look back at jour childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
on castor oil, calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, how you fought
against thtaking them.
With our children it's different
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physic simply don't realize what they
dq. The children's revolt is well
founded. Their tender little' "insides"
are injured by them.
If yout child's stomach, liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only delicious "California Syrup of Figs." Its
action is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that it never fails to
clean the liver and bowels and sweeten the stomach, and that a teaspoon-fu- l
given today saves a sick child to-

children of all ages and for

grown-

t

S

No Ilight

iv

i
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for the Rayo
Doing chores t night is
1i.-'
easy ifyou haveareliablo
lantern. The KAYO doesn't sputter, sneeze and go out just when you need it.
after dark. The RAYO is safe, handy and built to
Your best friend
out-doo- rs

hit. At dealers everywhere.
-

rr

vnpjr nta l oil company
tt r: rnn'tpornt"-inCoiorado)
!
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Bob

Salt

His Stomach Troubles Over
Dyspeptic, would you not like
to feel that your stomach troubles
were over, that you could eat any
kind of food you desired without injury? That may seem so unlikely to
you that you do not even hope for an
ending of your trouble, but permit us
to assure you that it is not altogether
If others can be cured
impossible.
Mr.

Too Dark

lata Citr

121.2c Per Yard...

away senators

and

'

representatives

permanently, and thousands have
been, why not you? John R. Barker,
nf Battle Creek, Mich., is one of them.
lie says, "I was troubled with hrart
burn, indigestion, and liver complaint
until I used Chamberlain's Tablets,
tben my trouble was over." Sold by

all dealers.

Adv.

-

SCOTCH ZEPHYRS

who went home for the holidays are

arriving in Washington today! by almost every train.
When the two houses' reassemble
Monday they will get down to business immediately, for many Important matters are to. be considered and
acted upon by the lawmakers in the
comparatively brief prlod remaining
before constitutional limitation brings
the congressional session to an end.
Three important items of unfinished
business were left on the house calendar when that body aujourned for the
Christmas holidays. They are the
Alaska railroad bill, a joint resolution
providing for the appointment of a
commission to Investigate and report
a plan for national aid to vocational
eucation and the District of Columbia
appropriation bill.
On the senate calendar the joint
resolution proposing an amendment
to the constitution extending the right
of suffrage to women stands near the
top, followed closely by the Owen bill
for the establishment of a legislative
reference bureau of the library of
congress, which is intended to give
congress at first hand expert advice
on legislative matters, particularly in
the drafting of legislation. Should
this measure pass, it would provide
congress with a bureau similar to the
successful bureau which now assists
the legislature of Wisconsin in Its
legislative work.
On the house' calendar, to be con
sldered by the committee of the whole
bouse on the state of the uiiion, are
bills.
Included
many
important
among them are the AdamsOn bill
to create a public health service with
broader powers than those now en
joyed by the public health, and marine
hospital service; the Clapp bill, pro
hibiting the sending of campaign co.n
tributions from one state to another;
the Burnett bill, to regulate the imml
gratjkm of aliens into the United
States, and the Booher bill relative to
interstate coratWlroe ia convict-raade

goods.

In addition to bills already on the
calendar, there are several other
pieces of legislation certain to come
before congress which have not yet
reached the calendars of either house.
One of these is tha La Follette sea
men's bill, which has already passed
the senate, and upon which hearings
have already been held by the merchant marine and fisheries commit
tee of the house. Another Is the
Adamson resolution, introduced
in
the house just before the Christmas
recess, providing for the suspension
for two years of that provision in the
Panama canal act which will give to
American coatswise vessels free tolls.
Most important of all, however, is
a proposed amendment to the antitrust law. Unless his present plans
are changed President Wilson will
waste little time after congress reas- -

suitable.for both women's and children's wear, per yard

Ctossd

"Cadet"

toemmdifs Son

Guaranteed
Established

sembles In laying beiore the lawmakers his very definite ideas on the
trust question. Precisely what recommendations for further trust legislation President Wilson may make
are not as yet matters of public
But the part he took in
knowledge.
the enactment of New Jersey's antitrust laws while he was governor of
that state made it plain that he has
very strong and definite views on
the subject It Is well understood,
also, that Attorney General McRey-nold- s
has both convictions and definite ideas upon on what he believes
is necessary and desirable in the way
of further legislation to curb the big
combines.
It is therefore reasonable
to expect that the president's special
message on the subject will contain
a strong and clear statement of the
plans of the administration.
The only question that is being
asked in Interested ctrcles hete is
whether or not recent developments
may havev caused a more or less important change in the attitude of
President Wilson on the matter of
trust legislation. It is pointed out
that the success with which the fedt
eral
suits instituted
and
conducted under the Sherman law
since President Wilson was inaugurated has been so mavKed that many
members of congress and others in
publio life Aave been heard to ex
press the opinion that the Sherman
statute in its present form is strong
and comprehensive enough to effectively put every illegal combine in the
country out of business and that there
is therefore no real necessity to
amend the law. Close friends of the
convinced
president, however, are
that he will insist upon certain
amendments which he has in mind
and which he considers necessary to
make it easier for the department of
justice to convict those guilty of violations of the law. The most Important of these amendments, it is believed, will be to make the individual
members and not the corporation li
able, both criminally and civilly, for
the Illegal acts of the corporation.
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TIRES A.1D TUB
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skiand tires and Fiske tires and everything needn

ed for

the auto.
ALL WORK

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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8V DRUGGISTS EVE RYWHFRfc

In Any Form of Blood
Trouble the Cure is Rapid.

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

'"

as S. S. S. Few people realize how quickly
the system becomes infected with the acids
and ferments from undigested food, constipation and Inactive kidneys.
The symptoms are fever, thirst, excitability, dry skin followed by rash, and
many Indications wrongly diagnosed
as
Ptomaine poisoning. Thia condition Is almost universal in all climates
and is
quickly overcome by the action of S. S. S.
The medicinal properties of S. S. S. are
relatively jiiBt as esentinl to well balanced
health as are the nutritive properties of
the meats, grains, fats and sugars of our
dally food. And if yon will hear this fact
in mind and get
yonr blood under the
dominating Influence of S. S. 8. you will
not only drive out those Impurities that
cause Itheumatlsm, Catarrh, Eczema, Pimples, Bolls and thin anemic blood, but you
will fee! anew the thrill of health that
can come only from ft pnrlfled blood stream.
Ho not accept anvthlng else In place of
8. S. S. ; pay no attention to the ."Just as
Good'' claims of those who would sacrifice
S.
your health to make an extra profit.
R. S. contains
no minerals, no crude drugs.
nothing but the most beneficial botanical
matcrlols.
s0 np ,,ire nd cot S. S. S.
and avoid disappointment.
r;ft a bot,,e
todfiv and write for free advice to The
Swift Knedflc Co.,
IJ Swift ISldg., Atlanta, Ga,

13d

has Ve das' Load ind Store

"Dime'

V

Quiddy

;

a32 inch fabric in attractive color combinations and excellent patterns,

'

150,000.00

7l

V

.

-

Frank Springer,

t.

,

INTEREST PAID
fl

Jltx
'.

J. M. Cunningham, President.

morrow.
An astonishing
record of serious blood
Ask your druggist fQr a
bot- poisoning is daily brought to our attention.
And most If not all these startling
tle of "California Syrup of Figs," calamities could be averted were the blood
which has full directions for babies, primed, toned and purified iu advance by
that wonderful remedy known everywhere
ups .plainly on. each, bottle. Beware
of counterfeits sold here. See that it
is made by "California Fig Sryup
Refuse any other kind
Company."
with contempt. Adv.

i

We are showing an excellent variety of new patterns and all colors in
the new line of Ginghams. Zephyrs of nice, fine texture in every desir- -'
able color and pattern, neat, serviceable and fast color, 27 inches wide

Washington, Jan. 9. With the end
of the Christmas recess but two days

--

down the middle.

1914.

SPR! NG GINGHAMS

ARE MANY IMPORTANT
LEGISLATIVE
THOUSANDS OF VISITORS
EXPECTED DURING THE
DECISIONS MUST BE
"ROUND UP" WEEK
MADE

e

club.
Women and Wet Feet
The year 1913 was one of the most
Cold nnd wet feet are a dangerous
successful In the history of the club combination especially to women, and
in tho matter of track and field ah-leti- congested kidneys often result. Back-nchi- i
Irregularities and rheu
events. The winged foot a'b- fevers are not unusual results.
letes not only retained all the cham- matic
FYilev Kirtnev Pills restore the regular
pionships scored in 1912, with a few and normal action of kidneys and
exception, but added a number of bladder and remove the cause of the
new ones, the principal one being Ine trouble. Contain no habit forming
and Red Cross
Amateur Athletic Union national all drugs. O. G. Schaefer
Adv.
Store.
Drug
around track and field competition,
which is considered the premier athACCUSED OF FRAUD
letic event of the year. It was won
Louisville,
Ky., Jan. 9. "Professor"
The last time
by F. C. Thompson.
who is alleged to be
LeMarr,
George
this event was won by the New York a member of the band of clairvoyants
i
Athletic ciud was in lsyu.
that has carried on extensive swind
A new championship was added to
in cities of the midling
the list, that of revolver shooiing, dle operations
was arraigned in court here
west,
Alfred P. Lane winning many titles,
today for trial on an indictment
including the championship of the
him with obtaining money
charging
demclub
The
United States.
again
under
false
pretenses through the
onstrated its poa.tion in the athletic
worthless
sale
of
mining stock.
world by leading in number of points
scored by any club in the championColds to be Taken Seriously
ship held by the Amateur Athletic
Union of the United States, the recIntelligent people realize that common colds should be treated promptly.
ognized amateur body of the country. If there
is sneezing and chilliness
In addition to winning the all with
hoarseness,
tickling throat and
around championship, the track and coughing, begin promptly the use of
field department won the Junior Out- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
door Metropolitan championship, but is effective, pleasanttheto take, checks
cough which
was beaten one point in the contest a cold, and stops
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
fotr Uib Senior Metropolitan, cham vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
pionship. The winged foot lads also Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

9,

SESSIOi

BUSY

Denver, Jan. 9. Just what the
Denver Press club has done for DenMew York Athletic club for tie fisver in tba way of giving the city
cal J ear which ended November 30,
publicity in four states adjacent to
1913, shows that organization ia a
Colorado is appreciated from an adflourishing condition. There lias been
vertising standpoint measured in
a net profit to the club of $0,481.68.
dollars and cents. More than 800
This sum was further increased by
newspapers in Colorado, Utah, Wyomincomes from the life associate and
ing and New Mexico are devoting
Bona of members initiation fees which
and week
columns daily,
amounted to '$6,061.19, 'making a total
ly to the Denver Press Club's "Round
'
net profit of $12,512.87. TJUs amount,
Up" week publicity campaign which,
however, is a falling off from that of
if paid for at the regular advertising
last year when the total net profit
rates, would amount to more than
The total number of
was $15,a52.36.
This represents the biggest
$250,000.
members shows an aggregate enrollcampaign ever attempted
advertising
ment of 4.426. an increase' over last
in Colorado and is an. enterprise un- In the
members.
year of thirty-onequaled in any other Rocky Hour
matter of resident memberships there
state.
tain
was a falling off of 109.
is the contention of the Denver
It
One of the pleasant things in conclub that more than 40,000 per
Press
annection with the report is the
will come to' Denver during the
sons
nouncement that, the club has already
stock show week, January 19 to 24,
started a fund to meet the expenses
during which exhibition the Press
of the team which will go to Berlin
at
club
will undertake to entertain
in 1916 for the Olympic games. The
down town.
number
this
half
least
fund will remain open for three years
The live stock exhibition promises
more. Up to the end of the fiscal
th
6 greatest of its kind ever collected
year subscriptions to the amount of scored
and Colorado live stock can not be
points in the national outdoor
Of
received.
had
been,
3, 4713$
and beat anywhere on earth. This end
field
and
track
championship
this sum, Jl.505.33 bad been paid in national Indoor track and field chamof the "Round Up" week program will
cash.
The relay team won more take care of itself; but there are to be
pionship.
It cost the club $26,811.90 to run than Its share in
relay races during down town festivities that will come
off lis numerous athletic events. The the
year.
r.nder the direction of the Press club.
total expenses were $18,629.99 and
The cross country team had one of Tliii stock show week, will open Sunthe total receipts were $21,818.09. the best
years in the history of the day, January IS with a public skiing
The total net expenses amounted to
both the Junior Met- exbii i Jon at Inspiration Point under
club,
winning
$30,950.12, and the total net profit
the Junior National. the direction of the Press club. The
and
The ropolitan
on four events was $1,138.32.
This team tied for first place in the following evening the first annual
only events that made net profits Senior National and finished second
"Brand Iron" dinner will be held at
were the boxing shows, the wrestling
in the Senior Metropolitan. The wing- the Albany hotel. This is to be a
exhibitions the Madison Square Gared foot organization scored a total of
complimentary dinner to visiting ediden games and the trap, shooting, 126
points in all the events.
tors and is to be a newspapermen's
features group
The other twenty-fou- r
Donald McDo.ugall was the largest afrair
exclusively.
ed under the heads of physical train- Individual
point winner of the club.
Ragging on the Asphalt
ing, competition and entertainment His
He
was bicycle riding.
Wednesday, January 21, the Stocklost money. The boxing shows were won specialty
all the American championships men's
These
masquerade ball will be given
of
sources
the. principal
profit.
and created fojir new amateur rec- at the Auditorium. It is believed that
chows made a net profit of $3,775.50.
two of which equalled the the Auditorium is not
The trap shooting was the next ords,
going to be
world's professional records. He fin- - half
big enough so the Press club has
source of profit, as it cleared $194.47. '
times second five
lshed first fifty-onarranged to light up Champa street
The wrestling exhibitions gained a
and third eight times, scoring from
times
Fourteenth, to Seventeenth
net profit of $167.10. The Madison
a total of 278 points.
streets to care for the overflow. It Is
Square Garden games, after all the
O. W. DeGrouchy won the greatest
expenses were paid, made a net prof number of track events. He won the Press club's intention to have
music on
and the street
it of $1.15. Thp deficit is due largely
eleven events.was second ten times will be every corner;
off so everyone can
veuia
10 ine iaci tnai many oi ui
roped
89
and third four times, scoring
dance and frolic to their heart's conwere run off without a "gate." These
points.
to
the
events were, therefore, costly
tent up both sides of the street and
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DOLLAR

INDEBTED TO

BEDOUINS
ALL COINS OF RARE ISSUE WERE
SENT TO TRIPOLI TO PAY
MARINES

Jan! 9. More
myths and fewer facts have been
printed and told of the 1804 American
dollar than of any other coin ever
cast, save the widow's mite and the
Roman silver piece ordered by Caesar
for Cleopatra Just after the famous
general returned after his conquest of
the Invading hosts of Egypt, and
whose circulation wa3 limited to a
hundred pieces, according to a
who makes his home in
Minneapolis.
"To commence with," said this student of the world's coinage, after reading of the 1804 dollar said to have
found in New Haven, Conn., last week,
and valued at $3,500, "there Is an
American dollar worth many times
more than the 1804 dollar that of
1868. None today are known, and
among coin collectors generally It Is
believed that none exists. Yet It Is
an official fact that 1868 dies were
made, and six' 'proofs,' as they are
called, impressed between the dies
arid reeding hubs of the United States
mint in Philadelphia. But congress
failed to provide for a dollar coinage
that year, and none was officially
struck. What became of the six
"proofs' none knows, but it is generally supposed they were thofn back Into the crucibles of the minC melted
and poured again into the small
r coinage of that year. Just try
oine time and Bee if you can pick up
Minneapolis,

Minn.,

nuiflls-niatologi-

JANUARY

except a few English silver pieces, pany of New York, and occupies a
and England coined nothing so large place of honor next to the "widow's
as our dollar. As a result of this mite' once owned by
Ward
If yon are suffering with Lung Trouble, trading, the dollars were scattered Beecher, and given by him to Dr.
or If you know of some nnfortunnte per- among the tribesmen from Tunis to Funk, of the
publishing house of
son
gfllK'ted, would you take the
and
Funk
trouble of fully In? estimating a medicine Egypt, and found their way ultimateWagnalls.
which has brought about complete re"This 1804 dollar was found in an
covery In a number of very serious cases? ly into the hands of the little bands
To Kckman'B Alterative, a remedy for
old
of
Beudouins
their
pewter rim, in the home of an
wandering
making
been
Throat and Lung Troubles, has
liven the fullest credit of restoring health
old lady who lived at Savin Rock, a
homes in the oases of the Sahara.
?u a
cases.
of
number
Read
this:
large
15.123
Girard Ave., Phlla., I'a.
"As a circulating medium to these suburb of New Haven. She only reIn the winter of 1908 I
"Gentlemen!
had an attack of Grippe, followed by rovers of the desert the dollar trad- called that her father, a whaling capPneumonia, and later by Lung Trouble.
In the winter of 1904 I had cough, night ed by the United States 'Jackie' had tain sailin from The Thimbles and
sweats, fever and raised quantities of little or no
value, but as the basis ot Sachem's Head, just east of the col
stuff and later I bad many
hemorrhages: at one time three In three the manufacture of silver jewelry the lege city, the former being popularly
Milk
successive days.
and eggs became
so distasteful I could keep nothing down. dark skinned sons of Kano and Wa-da- i belieevd to have been
the island
Three physicians treated me. I was orbartered for them wherever found home of Captain Kidd, had given it
dered to the mountains, but did not go,
Ecknian's Alterative wns recommended
for they knew no silver of that size. to her, telling her that his uncle, a
by a friend. After taking a small
I had the first quiet night's sleep for
"One of the few now existing of bo'sun's mate, who had Bhipped unwas marked
weeks.
My improvement
from the first. I gained strength and the genuine 1804 dollars, remember-- , der Commoder Perry In foreign seas,
weight and appetite. I never had another
The
lug that many spurious exist, was had brought it home to him.
hemorrhage and my cough gradually lessened until entirely gone. I urn perfectly
little
found hanging to an armlet of a de- coin brought the white-haire- d
well."
ANNIE F. LOTIGTTRAN.
(Affidavit)
sert chief of the Ghadames tribe, lady something over $2,000. One by
(Above abbreviated: more on request.)
Eckinan's Alterative has been proven by which makes its home In the oasis one, here and there, 1804 dollars have
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections, that bears its name. It had descend been picked up, until "probably a doBronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and in upbuilding
the system. ed from father to son and now is one zen genuines are known to exist.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
"But that does not prevent probof the prizes of the famous collection
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries. flDd write to Kekmau of the Banks brothers, the coin col- ably several hundred ardent coin colPa., for eviPhiladelphia,
Laboratory,
dence. For sale by all leading druggist
lectors of Boston. It cost the broth- lectors throughout the country from
and E. . Murphey and Central Drug ers $2,000 and was purchased by thera proudly exhibiting what they firmly
forty-odbelieve to be genuine 1804 dollars, but
years ago.
Compay.
"Coin collectors generally believe they are spurious, for the coin has
a silver, half dollar of 1868. Many all but probably a dozen or so were been several times more or less sucwere made, but they are rare today. traded to the African natives along cessfully counterfeited.
"One of the first counterfeits known
"But of' the 1804 dollar, worth to- the east coast and made by them into
day whatever the finder chooses to ornaments for personal adornmant, of this piece was what mint men deask for it, and with many purchasers much after the fashion of the Navajos signate as a 'moulded' coin that is,
The made from a plaster of Parle mould.
in the market; strange as it
may and Pueblos of our own day.
seem, over 80,000 were turned out. The few not thus destroyed are thought Like all the mouled counterfeits, it
reason of their scarcity is that the to have been brought home in the dit- lacks the sharply defined lines of a
entire output was sent over to the ty bags of some homasfard'bound 'pressed' coin and has the greasy feeland preserved as ing of all mouled pieces due to a lack
paymaster of the United States fleet
then lying off Tri- pocket pieces, gradually to be discov- of pressure in the making. These
of three
prices to were sold by men who "just happened
poli, on the African coast. The sail- ered and sold at fabulous
to get them in change' and, 'learning
ors who got them as pay carried them collectors.
"It is not so strange," went on the it had some value' called on the col
ashore and it is thought all were
traded to the natives for such sup- coin enthusiast, "that this dollar lector to find out. The latter, unless
plies as were obtainable, much after should have been found in New Ha- an absolute novice, quickly detected
even to ven, Conn., for, if genuine, this is the the fraud, and few were disposed of.
the fashion of
"A little Wt later, however, mem
second 1804 dollar the little City of
the present day.
"Coins of that size were new to the the Eims has unearthed. The most bers of the Lupo and Morella gang of
people of that faraway and savage perfect 1804 dollar known Is in the counterfeiters In New .York, seven of
country, for nothing ever reached it possession of a coin and stamp com whom, by the way, are now doing
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CATTLE MEN TRYING TO EXTER
M IN ATE THESE ANIMALS

J

AND LIONS

Portal, Ariz., Jan,

9.

The

threw
th
southern
to rid

cattle growers' associations on

Chiricahua mountains in
Arizona are determined
their ranges of wolves and lions, IB
possible. They are offering a bounty
of $30 for any of these animals killed
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W, Margeaux have received so much benefit from Duffa
In the Chiricahua mountains.
Tbt
Pure Malt Whiskey that they advise everyone who fa run down to try it, for it has
alto
which
hide
the
hunter,
belongs
given them health and strength when all others failed.
"My wife and I have used Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey for some time, after lows him to collect, in addition, th
trying a number of doctors without very much benefit and we feel others who county bounty of $15.
are suffering with weak heart or a general run down feeling should try it If
A lion or wolf will
not return
they will take Duffa as directed, they will find much better health. My wife is
when hungry to an old carcass, but:
now able to take her walk before breakfast and do her own washing and ironing,
and sleeps well. I know my back is stronger and I do not feel as I used to. We
must have fresh killed meat. Due"to
are 66 years of age and Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has done us both so much good
this habit, the annual loss to stockwe feel we cannot say enough in its praise." Geo. W. Margeaux, Arlington, CaL
men is very large. It Is estimated
When men and women pass the age of sixty they need a remedy that will
quicken the circulation, bring restful sleep, invigorate the brain and prevent decay.
that a wolf kills stock to the valu
of $1,000 each year.
The associations, to show that they
mean what they say, have had clothi
is the agent that will produce these happy results, so that your old age will be one
posters advertising the bounty, pub
of health, energy and happiness. It improves the digestion and assimilation of the
up throughout their ranges.
food and gives tone and vitality to every organ of the body. It has been used
located
These associations are
with remarkable results in the prevention and relief of con
largely on the Chiricahua national
sumption, pneumonia, grip, coughs, colds, asthma, malaria and
low fevers, stomach troubles and all wasting and diseased con
forest Nearly every forest in Ariditions. It is invaluable for overworked men and delicate wozona and New Mexico has one or
is
and
medicine
a
as
It
men,
recognized
family
everywhere.
more of such associations. They are
makes the old feel young and keens the voune strone and vigor
ous. Get Duffy's today it's just what you need. Sold by most
proving very beneficial to both tha
druetrists. erocers and dealers. $1.00 a larce bottle. Protect
stockmen and the forest service ia
yourself against possible refilling; when bottle is empty, break it!
The Duify Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
working towards tha extermination,
of predatory animals, and in looking:
after the ealting of stock, the number
from 17 to 35 years each in a federal chief of the United States secret serand grade ot bulls necessary, and thai
prison at Atlanta, Ga., for a dozen vice in Washington, and "William J. location of drift fences.
years of successful counterfeting of Burns, then one of his operatives,
current American coin conceived the raided the coining place of the Lupo
HOCKEY SEASON
Idea of putting out a 'bad' 1804 dollar. and Morella gang in a little rock
New York, Jan. 9. Intercollegiate
"Mechanics and engravers 'Lupo the house on the btaks of the Hudson
for the season of 1914 wiis
Wolr and Guiseppi Morella had in river near Highlands, N. Y., among hockey
make
Its
appearance on the athletio
plenty. They even had a heavy hy other dies in the place were those
tomorrow
when th
night,
stage
draulic press, such as governments of the 'bad' 1804 dollar.
use to make genuine 'pressed' coin.
"Several other attends have been teams of Princeton and Cornell will'
clash at the St. Nicholas Rink in thiat
They had a die sunk, but having no made from time to time to counterBesides Princeton and Cornels
city.
were
all
as
1804
1804
dollar to guide them
feit the
dollar, but
genuine
a model, used an old silver dollar of 'moulded' and disposed of at from the league comprises Harvard, Yale,
Although,
about that period, with the Goddess of 10 to 1 20 each to men who knew Columbia and Dartmouth.
schedno
there
is
organized
regularly
and
had
heard
with
and
Indented
of
little
rims,
only
coinage
Liberty bust,
this
ule
of
for
series
the
games
year,
out reeding or milling, and dated 1804. that an 1804 dollar was valuable. The
Ail were aged in sand by rubbing.
best of these moulded 1804 dollars the championship title will probably;
and hang on seven games which havei
"Many of these were skilfully dis- was made of antimony, glass
posed ,of to collectors, who, thinking block tin, had a good
ring, good been announced with Harvard, Yale.
because they were of good silver and weight, and fooled quite a few ama- Princeton and Cornell as the contenders. So far neither Columbia nop
a trifle softer than the alloy used to- teur collectors."
Dartmouth has made any arrangewere
genuine, purchased
day they
New York state has 148,831 factor- ment to take an active part in tha
them at fancy prices. Later, when the
collectors found themselves victim- ies, employing 1,236,150 persons, of intercollegiate series this eyar. The
whom 347,601 are women and 13,519 season will continue until February
ized, few complained.
2L
"Later; when William J. Flynn, now are children.
,
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WOMAN'S PSAL
you desire the paper by carrier.
$6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

Pay us
Pay us

ELECTRICITY

$7.50-I- f

It enableth me to take mine ease.

i

n

)ini
:

PrZCnm, MAIN 2
Kan

control its service with my finger tips.
It maketh the coffee in the percolator.
It toasteth the bread.
It heateth the water for my husband's shave.
It cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the walls of
my house, and all of my furniture.
It washeth and ironeth my clothes.
It heateth my rooms. It curleth my hair, fly
house would be incomplete without it.
Yea, tho I leave the house at nine in the morning
to go on a shopping expedition, lol when I
return at six at night the evening meal is
quickly cooked. My electric fireless cooker
I

eClures

D

it doeth my

work.

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion

(one

is my servant;

I

doeth it.
By night it shovveth me my way with its light. It
keeptth me from dark places and saveth me
from bad bruises.
At night it warmeth the milk for the baby in the
electric milk warmer.
Electricity is my convenient servant and I would
not be without it at twice the price.
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quent at the present time, as compared with only a few years ago?
Perhaps the chief cause is the ignorant or careless adjustment of the
light to the reading or working position. This is particularly true in
the large modern office, where the
chief thought in the arangement of
the desks for clerks and stenographers is economy in floor spce. Proper illumination of this work is of secondary importance. Not every desk
can be placed by a window, and usually windows will be found only on
one side of a room, or at the end,
so that ample provision has to 'be
made for artificial lighting. Strong
and even illumination, ds necessary.
Desk lamps should be thoroughly
screened so that they cannot shine
into anybodys's eyes. They should
be so placed that there is no shadow
of the hand or pen on the paper
when writing. A frosted globe gives
a softer light than the ordinary untreated globe and a 16 candle-powe- r
lamp usually gives sufficient illumination for the ordinary desk wctU.!"Too
strong a light is Just as trying to the
eyes as too weak aft Illumination. A
north light 13; the i'Dest, being soft
near windows
and steady.
should be so placed so that the light
comes from the left Bide. The old
rule given for reading and writing,-thathe light shout come obliquely
over the left shoulder, well Illustrates
ordinary requirements. In the modem home the incandescent electric
illumin-ant- .
lamps hold first place as an
They should always, however,
be furnished with ground bulbs, or,
better, so shaded as greatly to reduce
their otherwise very high Intrinsic
brlliancy. Where the mantle gas
burners are used they should always
be shaded, both to reduce the brilliancy and to modify the hue of the
light, unless some of the recent man
tles, giving an amber tone to the
light, are available.
All-'ttebk-

t

'
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"A GIRL

THE TAX SITUATION

OF THE

lOEIilULD"

A :roininent Albuquerque business
Juan recently completed plans for a
handsome modern building in the
Ims.ness district. After a little in- REMARKABLE PLAY IS SECURED
vestigation of the taxation situation
FOR NEXT WEEK BY THE
"he decided not to build, say.? the AlDUNACAN MANAGEMENT
buquerque HeraM.
He figured out without much
y
The new dramatic offering entitled
that it wculd requiru st least A Girl of the Underworld" is booked
two months' income from his build-:in- s to
appear at the Duncan opera house
each and every yeai to pay the
14. It is said to he a reJanuary
t taxes.
Sound business sense has
strong play. The story, as
him that under fiuch condi-- j markably Inferred
from the title, re
be
might
tioD3 there is no money in owning
lates to the experiences of a young
nd keeping up improved property in
girl In a great city. Yet no descripfie mercantile section.
tion can fatihfully convey to the avA number of small residence prep-tert- y
mind the strength of the story,
owners salaried men who own erage
or the wonderful, yet natural situa"their own email homes have been
tions the author has devised. It is
Hieard to express their intention to
a wonderful play, free from suggest- seell as soon as possible, as they flna
iveness and presented by a powerful
it cheaper to rent than to own their company
of real artists, au wno
Jhonies and keep up tne taxes.
of the Underworld" have
"A
see
Girl
It is understood that, for Instance,
but
praise.
nothing
well known county citizen, an offThe public is very discriminating
icial of the county in fact, owns a
in the matter
large area of land across the river, these days, particularly
-A
amusement.
theatrical
of
perform
;whose purchase price might be placed at $75 and $100 per acre, and that ance must possess not only merit, but
ie Is assessed at $1,000. Large sheep the power to attract Many really
with
of the county hear an equally meritorious companies appear
proportionate share of the burden strong endorsement, excellent adverof taxation. In short, it is pointel tising matter, etc., and fail to interest
out that property in Albuquerque the public. Another company will
practically pays the taxes lor tie make a bid for patronage under exact
ly similar circumstances and play to
county.
Business men are not enihusiasMc packed houses." To the latter belongs
about paying their taxe3 th year. A Girl of the Underworld." Total
Any reasonable excuse is enough to ly unknown last August, it has tourmake their collection difficult. The ed the country, seldom playing to I 3
situation Is further complicated by than capacity in any community.
the imbroglio between the governor, While expectations have run high, the
auditor strong company has never failed to
aa.!tornev treneral. traveling
make a powerful impression and ap
and board of equalization.
:
The ptate, officials differ regarding peal.
the period for wuich penalty shall be "A Girl of the Underworld" is one
chareed delinquents whoso delin of the season's successes, beyond ca
quency is the fault of the tax olfi vil. It has the drawing power. Never
etals. Important ,ontroversia rsgan! plays to a bad house, and with a large
ever present, the strong
Jng taxation are yet to b pettled, by audience
ihe courts. Wi'Ii no adeqjatj new company has every incentive to do
machinery for taxation provided
the best. There is every Indication
studyC?) that a
following a $2,000 state-wid- a
packed house will witness the
t conditions county commissioners performance here.
re doing the best they can with old
--

lilfri--eult-

d

1

:

2,'iachiiiery.

The muddle is not one calculated
.. i riake New Mexico
and especially
'Albunueraue property owners loos
articuiariy enthusiastic.
Jf the state government has taken
jony orderly, wine and efficient steps
So place the taxation system of New
f
on an eqnitaWe and sensible
ml reasonable basts, we should be
'ii ii rR ted in having them elucidated.
the counties are to blame we
mid like to have their culpability
'
oronphiy explained. And if
V. C. McDonald
fan suggest
tfor the present situation
dy
t,7- r .,,:,;( of New Mexico will listen
Got-j-.rn-

.

ALONE

ENTITLED

Why is the use of glasses so fre-

t'M

usually heavy seas and began to take
In water. Sue was carrying a heavy
load. Including steel wheel barrows,
and soon foundered after getting into
a trough of the Bea and becoming unmanageable.
Of the sixteen
men who were
thrown into the watef only H are
reported to have been saved by the
rescuing tug. The bodies of three are
said, to have been recovered by boats
FELL from the Wyoming.
AND DR. STORK
DEATH
DOWN ON THEIR JOBS IN THE
YEAR JUST PAST
Olsen's Body Saved
9. Admirals
Jan.
Washington,
Cupid, with his arrow, Dr. Stork, Badger's report of the Hampton
with his cradle, and Death, with his Roads accident, made to the navy descythe, were busy in San Miguel coun- partment early this afternoon, said
ty last year, according to the records that the body of Olaf C. Olsen, boat
in the office of County Clerk Lorenzo swain's mate, first class, tiad been reDelgado. Cupid was the only one of covered and that three other men
the three wlio was able, at the end were missing.
,
of the year, to light a cigar and con
List of the Lost
gratulate himself upon an Increase in
But the increase was
business.
On Board U. S. S. Wyoming, via
small, and had it not been for the Old Point Comfort, Va., Jan. 9. Capill luck of his cometltors,
Cupid tain James Glennan, commander of
probably would have had cause for the battleship Wyoming, gave to the
a bad case of the blues of a New Associated press an official statement
as to the foundering of the Wyoming's
Year's jag to help him forget the
tne preceding twelve- cutter in Hampton Roads, with a list
of casualties as follows:
month.
'V
Drowned:
During 1913 Cupid, through the
OLAF K. OLSEN, boatswaln of the
agency of his matrimonial bureau,
managed to bring together before the first class, 537 Jefferson street, Ports
hymeneal altar 261 liappy jeouples, mouth, Xb,.
GEORGE HUGG, ordinary seaman,
junst three more than in 1,912, when
258 marriage licenses were issued by 23 Thames street, Newport, R. I.
EARNEST A. ROTH, seaman, 702
County Clerk Delgado.
TS1
Dr. Stork did not do his duty by Cherry street, Seattle, Wash.
San Miguel county last year, a3 he
THEODORE, BAULDUF
ordiilarv
brought 33, less babies, than fn ,19,12. seaman; 263 sil Niche-Inavenue,
'
"
The figureB are aa follows: 1912
Brooklyn, N. Y.'
1913115.
14S;
Probably a few
births which occurred during the latter part of last year have not been
Washington, Jan. 9. Sixteen of
reported, but they will not bring the the crew of the fishing schooner Elva
T. Spffl-linof Provincetown, Mass.,
figures to last year's total.
Death, who always is on the job, were;scued ejJy today by tbj Race
to Point life eavins. station, according
was called away so frequently
"
to a message received at the treasthe
Great
the
high
Lakes,
Dawson,
seas and other places where he had ury department. The report did not
contracts for wholesale operations, state the nature of the disaster.
that he failed to keep his business
Ship's Launch Overturns
here up to the mark set in 1912. His
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 9. One of the
total of victims for 1913 was 109,
eight-oaregasoline launches of the
while in 1912 he carried away 131.
turned turtle in
battleship
Wyoming
for
the year
Kis decrease in business
Hampton Roads sjiortly before noon
thus was 22.
to have been
Dr. Stork andj?eath are the great- t6day. There are said
est of rivals, the one always striving aboard some 19 or 20 sailors returnto outdo the other In annual accom- ing from shore leave. Nothing had
been heard at Point Comfort concernplishments. It is interesting to note
ing the fate of the men.
lit
beaten
Death
had
the
stork
that
San Miguel county, both in 1913 and
A Difference in Working Hours
1912:
In 1913 there were six more
A nian's working day is 8 hours.
births than deaths, while In 1912 the His body organs must work perfectbirths outnumbered the deaths l y ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work.
Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
seven.
can not do It. They must be sound
Were it possible to compel the peo- and
healthily active all the time. Fople residing in tbe country precincts ley Kidney Pills will make them so.
com- You cannot take them Into your systo report their vital statistics
tem without
results following.
pletely, the comparison of the figures O. G. Schaefergood
and Red Cross Drug
would
show the births Store. Adv.
undoubtedly
much more greatly In excess of the
deaths each year. Though the county officers have tried for years to en- WANTS NEW ENGLAND
force the laws on, this subject, there
are many people In the country who
A REGIONAL DISTRICT
do not furnish the required reports,
especially those of the births. In the
case of death, the reports are filed FORMER SECRETARY OF BOSTON
more regularly, as a body cannot be
CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
buried without some record being
PRESENTS ARGUMENT
made of its disposal.
Another feature of the situation is
Boston, Jan. 9 Members of several
that many healthseekers, in the last Boston banking houses and represtages of disease, come here only to sentatives of various New England
die a short time after their arrival. industrial
organizations presented
The death rate among the actual res- their views on the question of the
idents of the county is small.
establishment of a regional reserve
The Optic is indehted to Guillermo bank in this city at the opening toGarcia, clerk in Mr. Delgado's office, day of a two days' hearing by the
as well as to Mr. Delgado, for these reserve bank organization committee.
Secretary McAdoo of the treasury
figures. The representative of this
paper who obtained tjie report f ound departmentflnd Secretary, .Houston
the (books and records kept in excel- of the department,, of agriculture,
lent shape.
composing the committee, conducted
the hearing.
Secretary McAdoo said that while
the committee recognized that there
BATTLESHIPS GOAT
was a friendly contest between different sections for the establishment
UPSETS; FIVE DIE of regional banks, it was obliged to
consider the problem an economic one
in the broadest sense, and for this
SAILORS PERISH IN HEAVY SEAS
reason was Investigating general InIN AN ACCIDENT OFF POINT
dustrial conditions in the various disCOMFORT
tricts.
Statistics showing the' increase In
9.
Old Point Comfort, Va., Jan.
the last ten years in cotton, woolen
Five sailors of the crew of the flagand shoe
Engship Wyoming of the' Atlantic fleet land weremanufacturing
presented by Elwin G.
are reported to hSve been drowned
Preston, former secretary of the
today when a big freight sailing cut- chamber of
commerce, who favored
ler of the flagship was swamped
the six New England states
making
with 17 sailors aboard. Eleven men
a regional bank
with Boston
were picked up in a tug, which went as the center. district,
to their rescue.
The attitude of the Boston ClearUnofficial reports from the Wyom
ing House association was presented
ing give the number lost as five men, by Thomas P. Beal and Alfred L.
with efforts being made to revive Ripley, both of whom favored a cenothers who were' taken from the wa- tral bank here.
ter unconscious.
To letters sent to 190 banks in
Olaf K. Olson of Portsmouth, one Massachusetts
asking for an opinion
of those taken out allve died from pti the
regional bank proposition,
T, H. Quinn, another sail- Charles P. Blinn, Jr.,
exposure.
president of
or, carried away by the strong tide, the Massachusetts Bankers' associawas taken from a buoy bIx miles put tion, said he received
110 replies, of
in Lower Chespeake Bay. Quinn was which 82 favored aNregional bank in
clinging to the buoy all but exhaust Boston and 28 preferred New York.
ed when picked up and brought into
Mr. Blinn divided the. country into
Hampton Roads.
eight districts, with centers at New
When the craft got two miles off York, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, San
Old Point Comfort and a half a mile Francisco, New Orleans, Atlanta and
from the Wyoming, she struck un Denver, naming the cities in the

CUPID

ILLUMINATION l

NO COMPROMISE
New York, Jan. 9. If there were
ever any negotiations between, the
department of justice and the American Sugar Refining company, as rumored, for a compromise in the government suit to dissolve the company
as an illegal" combination, ihey appear
to have failed.
"I have no negotiations on with
the attorney general," aid James M.
Beck, general counsel for the corporation, today! "We expect to resume take testimony in the action
at an early date."

FRIDAY, JANUARY

IS
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SMILE

1914.

9,

order of" the size of their banking
business.
Mayor Fitzgerald declared that the
attitude of New York bankers was
responsible for what he called "the
present unfavorable railroad situation in New England." It would be
better for all concerned, he said, it
Boston should be made the center of
a reserve district.
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Everything in Garnet Jew
elry or Made to Order Etc.

I
Chronic Constipation Cured
"Five years ago I had the worst
case of chronic constipation I ever
knew of, and Chamberlain's Tablets
cured me," writes S. F. Fish, Brooklyn, Mich. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

TAUPERT
JEWELLH

SETTLEMENT WILL BE
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COLOliBIA

range

below

slightly

PANAMA , INDEPENDENCE
CONTROVERSY TO BE ENDEDt.
BY A PAYMENT
V
,'.

THE

Bonds were Irregular.
Specialties were prominent in, the
general buying movement which Bet
in after midday. The demand for
Southern railroad stocks and for the
fertilizers was based on the favorable
cotton ginning figures. Tobacco issues soared from 1 to 8 points. S!
The upward movement paused when
the bear faction, raided New "York
Central and forced It under Its previous low point, to 89. Its weakness had only a slight effect on the
rest of the market .
,, '
The market closed easy.1-- , Stocks lh
which a protecting short interest existed held up well in the final, hour,
but thqlist otherwise sold off slightly. The publication of what purported to be an outline of the
t
bills to be put before congress in
duced some realizing and short ell-,- !

galn!,.

Washington, Jan. 9. Negotiations
between the United States and Colombia for the settlement of the letter's alleged claims arising out of
the Independence of Panama are now
proceeding on the basis of direct proposals made by Colombia for settlement on an indemnity basis. ' State
departmentofficlftls
today said substantial presentation has been made
toward the ending of the long standing controversy.
Colombia Insisted durlngithe Taft
administration that the icasa be submitted to arbitration and would not
consider proposals made toy the United States for the payment ot any
specific sum for the relinquishment
pf all her claims. It became known
today, however, that early In the
present adminisration the southern
republic made a direct proposal to the
United States, the scope of which has
not been made known by. either coun
try.
A counter proposition was made by
Secretary Bryan. It is' understood
the present negotiations contemplate
the payment of a cash indemnity to
Colombia
by the United States.
Thadiieus A. Thompson, American
minister to Colombia, is now in the
United States.
1

:,

anti-trus-

1116.

The last sales, were:,, j4
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar.

svt72'
..........

Atchison

.

The close was
to
of

yesterday's terial decline.

at.an

close, and covered.- At noon the list ous
showed a preponderance
of small net.

y. 40i

.,,..94

;

109
Northern Pacifio' ex dlv...
,
.....169
Reading ...
91
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
........,,,157
United States Steel ........... 61
United States Steel, pfd. bid... 107

nerv-

advance

cent

tried to follow
the corn market, selliuS when it was
weak, and buying when there were
signs of a turn. Prices started uncent higher and hardchanged to
ened a little more, but then underwent a sag. The close was easy at
last night's figures.
Buying on the part of cash houses
main? uaio
otcouj.
First sales of provisions were five
to 7
cent higher and there was a
decided further advance. The close
"was as follows:
Wheat, May
July 81.
Corn, May 65; July 64.
.Tntv asai
Oatn , Mnv
,
j
Pork, May $21.35.
Lard, May $11.17.
Ribs, Jan. May $11.42.

"Wheat speculators

91;
iS

rf

.

KANSAS

CITY

LIVE STOCK

; Kansas City, Jan. 9. 'Hogs, receipts
3,200. Market 5 to 10 cents higher.
Bulb $7.90jg8.25;
heavy $8.15
8.27; packers, and butchers $8.05
8.25; lights $7.908.10; pigs $7
7.50.

.CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 9. Drastic selling of
corn had a weakening effect today on

Cattle, receipts 1,600. Market strong.
Prime fed steers $8.509.10; drsss-e- d
beef steers $7.258.50; western
steers $6.758. 50; 'southern 6leers
$68; cows $4.257.25; heifers $6.50
stockers and feeders $5.75
9;
7.50; bulls $4.257.25; calves $6.50
11.

Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market strong
all cereals. The opening, which for Lambs $7.50(5)8.35: vearlines Ifl.400
corn was the same as last night to 7.25; wethers $5.406; ewes $4.50
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
cent off, was followed by a ma
5.50.
New York, Jan. 9. Speculation was
on a reduced scale today and prices
moved in a halting fashion within a
narrow range. Although the list soon
recovered from the 'early depression,
the lack of recuperative power showed by a few shares prevented the genMOST
YOUR MONEY
eral market from making much progress.
Filing of a suit to prevent payment
of the Union Pacific extra dividend
tended to check speculation based on
W HO L
distribution of assets of Union Pacimat
fic and other companies. Profession
als who experimented on tie short
side" encountered buying orders at a

L::0SlDi. VJ.O'O B
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HEAT FOR

SWASTIKA COAL

ESAL E'AND RETAIL

AI

FINAL CLOSING OUT OF SUIT
COATS

All S15, S17.50. $20
and $22.50
SUITS Lnd COATS

All$25, $27.50, $30,
$35 and $40
SUITS and COATS

j

i

;

Noui $13.79

JANUARY WHITE SALE
JAN. 2 to

25 to 33

18

at BACHAILACH'S

Per Cent Reductions on All White Goods

1-- 3

Superiority in Shoe Service Tells
Individual ta.stes

.re considered in the Selection of styles a.nd
of
leathers. Years experience have taught us how to properly
fit ea.ch foot. We ca.rry only the best shoes obtainable.

Prices $3.50 to S&.OO
'Ths

Warner's
Rust Proof
Corsets
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PERSONALS

a class for vocalists here next week.
Bias Sanchez, the well known
Wagon Mound politician, came in last
night for a short business visit here.
Louis Shupp of the Charles Ilfeld
company, left yesterday afternoon
for Santa Fe on a short business
'

visit

Mr. and Mrs. A. II. West came In

this afternoon from the east where
they have been visiting for several
weeks.
P. H. Knoll, representative for the
Carter Rice Paper company of Denver, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
J. M.' Ackerman, round house foreman for the Santa Fe railway at
Jjamy, came In last tight for a short
business visit.
Mrs. Emma Kohn left this afternoon for Santa Fe, where Bhe will
visit Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman for
several weeks.
Walter Randolph left last night for
Mogollon, N. M., where he will' be
employed in the postoffice for the
next several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gortner returned this afternoon from Goshen,
Ind., where they have been visiting
relatives for the past few weekWJ
Misses Luella and Lotta M. 'Craft
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday from
their borne in Pektn, 111., and will
remain 'Wr several weeks as visitors.
Superintendent F. L. "Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Jlailway company, left this afternoon
in his private car for Albuquerque on
a short business trip.
W. E. Clark of Gallup, N. M., arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a visitor here ror a short time
and later go to Roclada, where he
will visit for several weeks.
Mrs. F. W. Haskell arrived in Las
Vegas yesterday from Pueblo, Colo.,
and will remain here, with her hus
band, who is employed as agent for
the Wells Fargo Express company.
Charles C. Robbins, formerly a resident of Las Vegas and connected with
the Cross Kelly & Co. establishment,
arrived in the city last night for a
Keveral days' etay here on his way

to

St. Louis.
Mr. and; Mrs. Clarence Browne and

laby, left this afternoon from their

.

at

Mrs. Erie Choate came In this afternoon from Watrous and will open

ARRIVE

2

TIE KEIITl

ELKS'
RETICENCE
LAS VEGAS
ABOUT THE SCORES PARTIALLY EXPLAINED

Opposite the Y.M C.A.

7'

At last definite details "of the bowl
in
ing' game in Raton last 'Sunday,
which' the" Weal Elks lost to the"ant-lfre- d
bowlers of the Gate Citjr,vfcave
59c
at
reached Las Vegas. Here' is an? acLOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Princount of the game, taken from the
cess Slips, Skirts and CombiRaton Range:
nation Suits, $lt values at 79c
The bowling tournament played the
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prinof the week between the Las Velast
cess Slips, Skirts and Combiand Raton Elks' bowling teams
gas
nation Suits, $1.25 values
resulted
in a decisive victory for the
98c
'.
atj ..
Raton winning in the
local
squad,
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns,. Printhree-gammatch
by 373. pins. ''For
Combicess Slips, Skirts and
the
visitors, Losey rolled)4he-highesnation Suits, $1.50 and $1.75
of 427 pins. Apple-d- f .Raton,
score
$1.25
values at
led the field with a total of 640 pins,
and Smigelow second, with 533 pins.
HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
At no time was there any donbt of
104
Afan
The Papular Price Store
Pbonc
the outcome, the : local team appearing at ''their best advantage throughout. 'Score:
thls'saf"
!W.'
left
j.'uoas
Atorney
Las Vegas
ternoon jor wagon lviuuuu vu a
1st. 2nd. 3rd.
vfslt
shoijt business
123
138
116
Witten

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

Hartley Manners, author of "Peg o'
has written a playlet
My Heart,"
called "Devil Montague," which will
be used by Frank Kemble Cooper.
Announcement is made that Charlotte Walker will be seen next season In a dramatization of Jack London's novel, "The Valley of the

'f'

'
Moon."
Louis Mann, With several able supporters, Is touring the vaudeville circuit in a one-aversion of his play,
ct

"Elevating ti! Husband."
Ann Meredith is to have one of the
leading roles in Guy Bolton's comedy, "The Rule of Three," which is
to be produced in. New York soon.
Eugene Walter Is planning to take
a company to Australia to present
"The Wolf," '"The Easiest Way" and
several other of his successful plays.
In her new play in which she has
scored a decided success in Paris
Sarah Bernhardt takes the role of
the old mother of a young criminal.
Frank Craven, well known as an
actor, has written a play called "Too
which William A.
Many, Cooks,"
Brady has accepted for early produc.

...

Total,
Ruth

1,925

....123

99
115

...126

151
120

612

608

705

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

..155

130

.124

72x90

Gumm,
Apple

Jr

19

114
161

Larkin

.

172
133

203
126

172

168

801

772

Smigelow...".

Bleached

Bed

QUILTS, ALSO CRIB SIZES.

EGGS REACH NEW
MARK:

60 CENTS

111
165

WATER
IN THE
"TWO
COST THE RESTAURANT
193
TEN CENTS
12e

725

Total, 2,298 pins.

BIG GAME WILL DRAW
OUT BIG AUDIENCE
THE HIGHS WILL CLASH WITH
THE "Y" BUNCH AT THE
ARMORY TONIGHT

Everything is ready for the big program of sport at the armory tonight,
and one of the largest audiences that
has ever witnessed a basketball
game here will be present. The advance ticket sale has been heavy,
thus assuring a large attendance,
while the two games will be uptothe
notch in every way. The doors of
(tba armory w;ill be op(en at 7:30
o'clock, while the first game will begin promptly at 8 o'clock.
The Seniors and Business Men will
play a game of volleyball as a preliminary. The Senior team, though
supposedly inferior to the crack business men's organization. Is planning
for a victory, and has practiced hard
to attain that result. This game will
last SO minutes and will be played in

i

4

SOFT"
MAN

The lineup for Sunday dinner is
excellent. Both vegetables and fruits
are of the best and tempting, and a
large quantity of each Is on the dif
ferent grocery counters. In vegetables the following may be obtained,
all at the moderate prices prevailing
during the holidays:
Celery, cabbage, turnips, parsnips,
sweet potatoes and, many other appetizing products. In fruits, bananas,
strawberries, grapefruit, oranges, le
mons and apples may be obtained.
All these may be purchased at the
local stores tomorrow.
In meats and poultry the best of
the land may be purchased. Several
stores will have turkeys on the market tomorrow as well as ducks, geese,
and chickens. Rabbits, which make
an appetizing dish at this time of the
year, also can be purchased. Oysters
continue popular and are shipped into Las Vegas fresh each Friday night
for Saturday and Sunday's dinner.
The chief item of Interest at the locals stores at the present time Is eggs.
Thfs valuable and much needed product Is now at the height of Its career as far as price is concerned.
Fresh eggs from the country are selling at 60 cents a dozen or five cents
an egg. This will affect many households, lland' substitutes 'for 'this' product will" be ln use' until "the11 time
when the hens can be encouraged to
lend their .efforts more productively
toward the reduction of the high cost
of living. It is said that the barber
shops are contemplating raising the
price of egg shampoos.
Sunday's dinner will be worthy
of careful gastronomic consideration
and furnish a pleasant aftermath for
the jolly holiday season.
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money has a slender chance to succeed.

m

No

business is successful unless its income
The man who can not save

Re never gets started.

.
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,

,
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PEOPLES BANK ea TRUST CO.

CAPITAL

CHAMPION

$114,000.00

GIVES

Tubs...., 75c

65c
Sheets
81x90 Pepp'l Bed Sheets.... 75c
3
OFF ON ALL WHITE BED

pins.
Raton

.

. 60c

company of the Odeon in PaE. E. Johnson lert last night for ris will give performances this year
Kansas City, where he will remain at Monte Carlo, including an adaptafor several weeks on legal business. tion of -- "William Tell," which will
He was among tue local bifstness enlist, It is said, many wonders of
men who were summoned to appear realistic stage settings.
in the D. A. MounDay case at KanFraulein Hedwig Reicher, a beausas City, Kas.
tiful and gifted young German trageMr. and Mrs. David Rosenwald will dienne, who ha& acted in English
leave tonight for an extended trip ov-- r much on the American stage, ha3
the east, Including New York, been specially selected by Gerhardt
and Hauptman to create the role of PenCleveland, Baltimore, Chicago,
Philadelphia. Mrs. Rosenwald will elope in" his historical
allegorical
visit relatives in Baltimore, while drama, "The Boy of Odyssey." Plans in two halves.""
The basketball game between the
Mr. Rosenwald will visit New York are being made to present the piece
"Y"
and tbe High teams, will be the
and other places on a buying trip for for the; first time In Berlin In the earfeature of the evening. The High
big
12. Rosenwald and Son.
ly spring.
school has been practicing ..hard during the past two weeks ana is in the
pink of condition. Itf team work
and basket shooting is e'aid to be fast,
and the team as a whole is a strong
aggregation.
The Y. M. C. A. team held a short
signal practice last nigbt and is in
good condition, according to A. E.
DoMarais of the Y. M. C. A. The
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
players expect victory, but look for
"
''
Work
'
V
.
a good hard game.
of
the
month
Each
January
year
else
is
It will be a lively evening in every numbers its: list of victims from in7
generally difficult to - bake with way, and something will be doing fluenza, la grippej bronchitis and
.11'
The prompt use of FoU
pneumonia.
every minute.
economy ancLsuccess
you'll
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will
find one heaping
chock 'the' onset of a cold and stop a
teaspoonful of A NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION cough,
preventing the development to
n fi
Washington, Jan. 9. Plans for a more serious conditions. Keep it on
nation-widdemonstration April 25, hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
in support of the demand of woman Drug Store.
more efficient, purer and easier suffrage organizations for an amendto the federal constitution, are
TWO ARE TOO MANY
to use than any other Baking ment
to be taken up tonight by prominent
Philadelphia, Jan. 9. The AmeriPower obtainable at any price. suffrage leaders at the home of Mrs. can Telephone and Telegraph comDonald Hooker in Baltimore.
pany, against which the government
Cit!y: .v,
Washington, has instituted a dissolution suit, convMisa Alice Paul of
chairman of the congressional commit- tinued to call witnesBes here today
tent it u 4ii.
I' i'. l
'
r
tee of the national organization; Mrs. to show that two telephone systems
tin i
Thomas M. Hepburn, president of the in a community were unnecessary. All
Connecticut state association, and the witnesses called were local busiother eastern suffrage leaders, will ness men, who said Uiat more than
one telephone system was a useless
- - participate in the conference.

Or anything

.

SUCCESS OR. FAILUR.E

VIEWS

M

THE

RACERS
LIGHTENING OF RECIPROCATING
PARTS ON CARS IS AN
' ADVANTAGE
;

3-- 4

148
166
152
101

123

Tubs..

Pail Washboards
....10c
35c
Brass Washboards
39c
Glass Washboards
95c
Potta Sad Irons, set
No. 8 Copper Tea Kettles. .$1.10
H-- 4
Heavy Cotton Bla.
95c
kets"
42x36 Bleached Pillow Cases 12c
45x36 Hemstitched
Pillow
..18c
Cases
'
Size
Bleached "'Bed'""". '

t

Duncan
Conway
Losey . . .'
Mc wienie

15c
Pails
20c
Pails
25c
Pails
TubB... ..40c
Tubs
.50c

qt. Galvanized
12 qt. Galvanized
14 qt. Galvanized
No. 0 Galvanized
No. 1 Galvanized
No. 2 Galvanized
No. 3 Galvanized
10

e

Tiome at Sprague, Wash., after having
"been visiting' relatives for the past
two weeks. Mr. Browne Is a son of tion.
M. W.YTJrowne of this city.
The

OLLEY

is larger than its outgoarid this is true of individuals as well.

AT

...21c

Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 50c values
35c
at - LOT ,3 Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns . and Skirts, 65c
43c
values at
LOT A Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
LOT

i"

is so largely a question of dollars and cents.

1
Corset Covers and
LOT,
Drawers, 25c and 35c values

for

BASKET

m

Saturday and today

lows:

,

rri

1914

RATON GAME

'

this afternoon from Shoemaker
a short business visit

THE

OF

DETAILS

We again offer1 our patrons
the choicest selection of underwear in inualiii, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as fol-

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
liomaine. Adv.
Captain V. B. Brunton came in

9,

HIGH SCHOOL vs Y. M. C. A.
BUSINESS MEN vs SENIORS

i Plil

i i it
ti
1

n

JANUARY

FRIDAY,

(Louis bisbrow in New' York World)

for the skirt of the piston and the
head is welded on.
The Case company, builders of the
Case car, are now experimenting with
this new type of piston not only for
racing purposes, but also for stock
cars as the seamless steel tub piston
has proved :,one of the, most, efficient
ever experimented with And then it
is free from blowholes and cracks
and weighs only half as much as the
cast steel piston, which 4s, generally
found in all types of stock- cars.
"
The new 1914 Case racing cars will
be equipped with, the lightest type of
pistptls made. The reciprocating parts
wilieigh less than three pounds to
the piston in the new 300 cubic inch
car being built.

Smudge" would be likely to put it
over the man from Pueblo.
In a muss with Kid Lewis of England next month Owen Moran will
try to convince the boxing experts
that he is still there with the mittens. The said experts recently rendered a unanimous decision that
Champion Johnny Coulon is to
meet Young Sinnet, the Rocks Island,
bantam, in Milwaukee this month.
Battling Levinsky and "Porky"
Flynn will clash at Tom O'Rourke'a
club in New York on January 13.
During the past year the state of
New York received ?45,00 as its 5
per cent share of the receipts of the
fight clubs.
Manager Jimmy Dime contemplate
a trip to France, where he will try to
A good remedy for a bad cough is match George Chip against Georges
BALLARD'S HOREHOTJND SYRUP, Carpentier.
Eddie Johnson of Denver, who has
it heals the lungs and quiets irritation.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. been boxing as a lightweight, has
division and joined the
Sold by Central Drug Co. Ady.
welterweights.
The four-flus- h
stuff recently staged
in Paris by the two Johnsons, Jack
WITH THE BOXERS.
and Jim, came very near putting the
.
boxing game on the fritz in the gay
capital.
"Wild Joe" Belasco is said to be
Where is Joe Eagan, the New Engthe first Filipino to box as a profes- land lightweight? Joe's disappearsional in America.
ance right after his defeat at the
Johnny Dundee and Phil Bloom have hands of Gilbert Gallant has caused
been matched to box at the Athletic his friends some anxiety.
Garden, New York, January 13.
It is said that Jim Driscoll, th&
Freddie Welsh, the English light former featherweight
champion of
weight champion,, will meet Frankie England, cleaned up about $30,000 on
Whitney, the lightweight champion the English race tracks during the
of the south, in Atlanta on January 6. past summer.
"Kid" McCoy, is in Nice, France,
Georges Carpentler, Europe's heavy
weight champion, started boxing as where he hopes to arrange a clash
a bantamweight. H.e has held the with Georges Carpentier. McCoy was
France at all a wonder in his day, but it's a fat
championship of
weights.
chance he has at the age of 41 to deYoung Kid Broad, the American feat the French champ.
welterweight, made his London ring
debut the other night and finished
Le Matin, one of the most influenon the losing end in a slapfest with tial newspapers of Paris, is advocatone Pete Harris.
ing the establishment of a state movBattling Levinsky, the Philadelphia ing picture theater.
light heavyweight, continues to trim
opponents with neatness and disThe new Cort theater in Boston will
patch. This Levinsky person may be opened this month.
yet prove to be a champ.
Jim Flynn says he feels sure he
The English musical comedy "The
could defeat Jack Johnson now that Girl on the Film," Is
proving' one of
the champ has a broken wing. But the successes of the season in New
even with a twisted wing the "Big York.
.

-

Why does the racing automobile of
today with a piston displacement of
450 cubic inches develop as much
power as the speed machine of a few
years ago, which had a piston displacement of much larger capacity?
It Is true that the same principles
which produced speed in the early
history of the racing game still apply to the gasoline motor and are Btill
prime factors in the making of our
present day racing creations fast,
but other improvements have taken
place and as the racing driver gained in experience he increased the efficiency of the motor in. many ways.
;tBut the greatest single factor in
adding speed to the gasoline motor
has; beeh the lightening of its reciprocating parts. It is true that the
carburetor and magneto have been
Improved but only along lines that
were started in the early days of
racing. The valves have been en
larged and the cam shafts improved
until the greatest amount of power
possible was developed with the
heavy reciprocating parts.
European engineers were the first
to install light reciprocating parts in
the racing motors and in fact it was
this inception and the improvement
in the material used in the light cars
that made possible tbe revival of the
raising game in Europe after a pe
riod of two years of inactivity.
Today the fast time being made in
the long distance road classics of
Europe eclipses the figures of the old
days of racing when the huge speed
monsters were the vogue and the automobile factories were compelled to
spend large sums to be represented
in the racing game fn which the odds
were about 10 to 1 at any time
against success.
The age of the light reciprocating
parts as one writer in Europe puts it,
began in 1911 when the limit was
placed on the size of motors built for
racing. The long stroke was also a
factor In some instances, but here
again it was not so much the long
stroke as it was the' light parts made
possible through the smaller pistons 1
and larger cylinders.
At first the European engineers
adopted the cast steel piston, but this
type was sooi eupplanted by the piston wit put qt the drop ior.;in?. Here
the American engineers began to sit
up and take notice, and in fact several of the American built cars of the
past two years tried the forged pistons.
X
But the real age of speed for light
cars) Is at the present time, and where
the reciprocating parts of the engine
were cut from io to 11 pounds at !
the start to seven and eight pounds,
the weight has been st,ill further re,
duced ,to, the three pound mark.
The Peugeot cars that took part in
the Indianapolis race last spring were
equipped with the lightest reciprocating parts ever used in America. It
was claimed by the Peugeot drivers
that the pistons and connecting rods
complete didn't weigh over four
.
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pounds.

The latest, speed sensation in EuSunbeam, is
the
rope,
equipped with reciprocating parts that
weigh under three pounds, according
to the technical description published
in an English auto journal. This car
has attained a speed of two miles a
minute and recently 'established sevby eral world's long distance records.
On
expense.
several
The very latest method used in
the
government
Miss Maude Adams is supported by counsel for
com- building a piston for speed has been
admitted
that
witnesses
the
of
new
a company of 50 players in the
result in more effic- developed, by a European piston facfour-ac- t
comedy, 'The Legend of Leo- petition might
lower rates.
and
tory. Seamless steel tuWng Is used
ient service
nora," by J. M. Barrie.
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ROSVELL HOPING

OPTIC
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COLUM
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TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

A&

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each lneertlan.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-- ?
Estimate elx ordinary word to a line.
Tne-conclave
rel..4
No ad to occupy less space than two
ixj in each menth at
lines
All advertisements
eharaed
Temple at 7:1 f. a. G. H.
will be booked at space actually set
KlakeL JB.
Ch&s. Tammo, K
without regard to number of words.
cooxier.
In
Cash
advlnce preferred.
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F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend; C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

C;

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular con- vocation first Monday In
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
7:45 p. m.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. P. No. 2.... 7:20 p. m
1 : 54 p. m
11:59 p. m.
Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4
Blood, Secretary.
2:30 a. ml.
No. 8.... 2:25 a. ra
No. 10
2:00 p. ra
1:35 p. m
I. O. O. F. LA8 VEGAS LODGE
NO
West Bound
1. Meets every Monday
Arrive
evening at
Depart
their hall on Sixth street All vltftln? No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially invited to atteul No. 3
6:40 a. m.
6:35 a. m
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Cub Lehman. V. G.; No. 7
4:30 p. m.
4:20 p. m
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werta, No. 9. . 6:35
7:00 p. m.
p. m
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeterj

F3

....
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I
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NUMBER,

MAIN
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VJsrstcsi
WANTED

Switches
to make;
switches made from hair comb- Trustee,
ings; work guaranteed. 511 Ninth B.
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
street Phone Main 389.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
IWAN1TED
Five) or six rooms and
bath, on hill. Give terms. J. T. Douglaa avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Cosgrove, general delivery, city.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

1

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

vxSilver

For Cala

FLOU- R-

For Heat

private board if desired.
avenue.

710

Deputy,
Grand East Las Vegas, N.

It s giving you

a present for doing something
you M do wry

street,

M.

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
RENT Cottage In desirable
fourth
Thursday
evening eacb
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
pered, electric lights'. Low rate. brothers
cordially invited. Howard T
inrpie 5?01.
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.

FOR

-

Z

i

.

FOR RENT

To lady or gentlemaa

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet

employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
Purple 6301.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenolay, Secretary.

Kllsccllancoua

MEXICAN drawnwork and hand hem

MODERN WOODMEN

Spoon

-- if you use
j
EMPRESS

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
FOR SALE One dun colored mare W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street on the
mule at city pound,' Saturday, Janfirst and third Mondays of each
uary 10, at 10 o'clock a. m.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Tiers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with Assistant
1011 Sixth

U

ut

way when you
learn how Much

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR reclh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

111

ill
lis

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
. BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

Is

OF AMERICA

Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
stitching to order. Call afternoons,
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
814 Douglas avenue.
Best Cough Medicine for Children
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
"I am very glad to say a few words
SILVER
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
WILL
and
sell
and
cattle
buy
horses.
in praise of Chamberlain's
Cough
W
Z.
G.
Address
S.
Laemmle, Clerk;
Esquibel, Mineral Hill, Sonsul;
Remedy," writes Mrs. Lida Dewey,
N. M.
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
Milwaukee, Wis. "I have used it for
FRENCH.
years both for my children and mymembers are especially welcooe and
GREY(STER- self and it never fails to relieve and
invited.
a
cordially
t
aistx n at
cure a cough or cold. No family with
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
should
children
be without it as It
Dentist
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
gives almost immediate relief in cases ' Dental
work of any description at
EMPRESS
of croup." Chamberlain's Cough RemeCIL NO, 804. Meets second and
t moderate prices
dy is pleasant and safe to take, which
C.
R.
O.
hall.
ourth Thursday in
can be ob
is of great importance when a medi- Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main !
Pioneer building. Visiting members 9 tained in this
e
cine must be given to young children.
city from
East Las Tegas. New Mexico
are cordially invited. Richard Devine, I
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MILWAUKEE AUTO SHOW
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Milwaukee, Wis.j Jan. 9. Resplend- -General Massage, Hair and Scalp
RETAIL
ant in Japanese decorations and fill
Facial Massage, ManiTreatment,
ed with a wonderful assortment of
. 20c per 169 !h
2,000 lb., or More, Each Dal very .
cure, Chiropody.
motor cars, motor boats, mortorcy- 25c par 1N Use.
1,000 lb., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
Hotel Romalne '
cles and accessories, the Auditorium Office
. ... SOc per 109 111.
.
Each
200
to
1,000
Delivery
Ibt.,
Iba,
Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 8:30 p. m.
awaits the opening tomorrow of the
..40c per 199 Ik
60 lb, to 200 Iba., Each Delivery .
sixth annual show of the Milwaukee
50c per 109 Ibai
Lesa than 50 Ibt., Each Delivery
ATTORNEYS
Automobile Dealers' association. The
exhibition will last through next
HUNKER A HUNKER
week.
George A, Hunker. Chester A. Honkao
Harvesters, Btorers, aad Diatributora ot Natural Ice, the Pazltx
Attornsys-at-LaQuail tie ot Which Have Made Lai Vegu ramous.
'
Ragged wounds are painful and Lam
Lasting
New Mex1
Vegas.
cause much annoyance. If not kept
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
clean they fester and become running
MONUMENT CO
sores.
BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT Is an antiseptic healing remedy
Albuquerque, N. M.
for such cases. Apply it at night be215 E. Central
fore going to bed and cover with a
23 Tears Practical Experience.
cotton cloth bandage. It heals In a
W. W. BOWERS.
few days. Price 25c, 60c and 1.00 E. A. JONES
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Adv.
This remedy has no superior for
coughs and colds. It is pleasant to
take. It contains no opium or other
AD LEAGUE; GOLF TOURNEY
narcotic. It always cures. For sale
New York, Jan. 9. A large party by all dealers. Adv.
of members of the Gold League of
vaem'-eja- eai
f.
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night at
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue M
in S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are ee
J.Kt...
J, C. Wertz, Pret
dially welcome.
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
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UPWARD

It seems to be different with the
proposition of the Gulf, New Mexico
and Pacific, an extension of the, Santa Fe Central railway from Torrance
to Roswell and from Albuquerque to
Farmington in the San Juan valley
Business men and capitalists in both
Albuquerque and Roswell are viewing
the proposed plan with Interest. Ros
well is busier than she has been tor
quite a spell regarding a railroad. But
in her activity she is guarding the
mile posts. No wild cat plan is being
entered into that would work a financial detriment Not a cent of the
bonus which is to be offered will be
paid untils trains are whistling into
the valley.
Talking with many of the business
men and capitalists one learns that
they are enthused over the prospects
for the extension of the road. The
people are beginning to realize the
faith of the leaders of the city's pro
gress, and are also getting enthused
Real estate men say that listings
are being changed. Some are with
drawing their property that has been
listed from the market altogether,
while others are raising the price.
The great question which has taken
prominence the last 24 hours among
the citizens is "where will the shops
and terminals be located?" and no
one can answer the query, as yet.
Many say, without a doubt that it
will come through the Berrendo Irri
gated Farms company. Even that is
guess work as yet though.
Anyway, the people are getting
more enthusiastic over the road than
any which has been offered for some
time past Everybody is fully confident that it will be finished, knowing
that there is a demand for the road.
That Roswell Is on a straight line between the Hagan coal fields and the
Panama coal loading stations for the
Panama canal ships. That they need
the virgin coal fields, that the Hagan
coal field is the nearts and that
the road is bound to come.

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOODS OBTAIVABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

OTJT

BUSINESS BEGINS TO BOOM AND
REALTY PRICES TO GO

zens.

LOBBY

II

ROAD

Roswell, N. M., Jan. 9. So many
times have the people of Koswell and
vicinity had their hopes wrought up
in vain over the prospects in the
past ten years, that it is seldom a
railroad proposition creates any enthusiasm. They nearly always of
late years caught some kind of a
joker on the proposition which had
for its ultimate the falling down of
the proposition, and bleeding the citi-
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CHAPTER I FranooU Beaupre.
BMiasant babe of three years, after an
'musing lisIncident In which Marshal Ney
made a Chevalier of France
Jfljrures,
iby the Emperor Napoleon, in the home
ot the lad's parents In th village of
B'rance, where the emperor had brief-l- y
Btopped to hold a council of war.
prophesied that the boy might
day be a marshal of France under
another Bonaparte.
s,

CHAPTER II-- At
the age of ten Francois meets a stranger who is astonished
when the boy tells him he may one day
,be a "marshal of France under another
JNapoleon."
CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
!1b nerve by climbing a lofty church
iBteeple. This deed is witnessed by the
rrtranger who marvels at the boy's game-nea- a
and asks him to visit him at
ithe Chateau.
CHAPTER IV Francois visits General
the Baron Qaspard Gnurgaud, wlio with
Alixe, his
daughter, lives
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
under Napoleon he fires the boy'B imagination with stories of his campaigns
"with the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois' father
his possessions in a game of chance,
CHAPTER VI The general offers
BVancois a home at the Chateau. The
looy refuses to leave his parents, but In
'the end becomes copyist for the fteneral
mni lcams of the friendship between the
general and Marquis Zappl, who
with the General under Napoleon.
CHAPTER XI Francois goes to Italy
a.n secretary to Pletro. He has an interflow with Allxe before leaving and nearly reveals his love for her.
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plans
the escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
tSlsiruiping him and Marquis Zappl as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Marquis Zappl's place, who is 111, In the
scape of Hortense and Louis. Dressed
s Louis brother Francois
lures the
iAustrians from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
seven-year-o-

0

muBt Bit be oft his guard; he remembered tuat swiftly, and with shaking
fingers he opened Pietro's letter
Pietro's letter which, yellowed and
faded but distinct yet, in the small
clear writing, is guarded today with
those other letters In the mahogany
desk in Virginia.
"My dear brother Francois," the letter began, and quick tears came again
at that word "brother," which said so
much. "My dear brother Francois,
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The Count Pointed to a Square Stone
in the Wall.
this Is not to tell you how I have
searched for you and never forgotten
you. I will tell you that when I see
you. This is to tell you how to get
out of that house of mine which has
held you as a prisoner when you ought
CHAPTER
arid
Zappl
on, Pletro, arrive at the Chateau. The to have been its welcome guest. When
general agrees to care for the Marquis' Italy is free we will do that over; but
on while the former goes to America.
we must get you free first. Francois,
CHAPTER
shows mark-- d I am now within five miles of you "
attention to Marquis Zappi because
The man on his knees by the prison
he once saved the life of the general.
The Marquis before leaving for America bed gasped; the letters staggered be
asks the boy to be a friend of his son.
fore his eyes.
Francois solemnly promises.
"I am living on a ship, and I will
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies explain how I got it when I see you, in
leaving Pletro as a ward to the general. a few days now, Francois. Every night
Allxe, Pletro and
meet a
Francois
strange boy who proves to be Prince for a week, beginning with tonight,
saves
iuuis iNapoieon. jerancois
nis are. there will be a person watching for
CHAPTER X The general discovers you in Riders' Hollow, from midnight
Francois loves Allxe, and extracts promtill daylight. After that we shall go
ise from him that he will not Interfere
away for two weeks so as to avoid giv.fcetween the girl and Pietro.
ing suspicion, and" then repeat the ar
'""CHAPTER XTV Fvancois Is a pris- rangement
again every night for a
oner of the Austrl&ns for five years, in
the castle owned by Pletro in Italy. He week. You do not know Riders' Hol
discovers In his guard one of Pletro's old low, and it is unnecessary to 'tell you
family servants and through him sends more about it than that It Is a
lonely
word to his friends of his plight.
place hidden In trees, and supposed to
CHAPTER XV-T- he
general. Allxe and be haunted
by ghosts of men on horsePletro hear from Francois and plan his
rescue.
back; the people about will not go
CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest there for love or money except by
of the Austrian governor of the castle broad daylight.
prison Inspects the interior of the wine
"This is the way you are to get
cellar of the Zappls.
of the caa- In the wine-cellthere.
CHAPTER XVTI Francois receives a
note from Pietro explaining In detail how tle, which opens from the governor's
to escape from his prison. He starts and room in old times always the room
reaches the wine cellar.
on the
of the lord in that
(Continued From Yesterday.)
north wall, is a square block of stone
projecting slightly beyond the wall. If
you press the lower corner on the
CHAPTER XVII.
side, of the stone under this, the
big stone above will swing out and
A Loaf of Bread.
show an opening large enough for a
The next morning Battista came In man to pass. Going through, you close
"with a manner which to the observing the door
by pressing the same stone,
ye of his prisoner foretold distinctly and you then will find yourself in an
some event. He talked more than underground passage which leads
usual, and more gruffly and loudly, but straight half a mile through the earth
at last, after wandering about the to Riders' Hollow. The passage is five
room some minutes, all the time talk- hundred years old and only the family
ing, scolding, he swooped on Francois of the Zappia have ever known of it.
and thrust a thick paper Into his coat I went through it once in my boyhood
and at the same instant his heavy left with my father, and it was in perfect
land was over Francois' mouth.
condition, so I believe it will be now.
"Not a word," he whispered, and It was built with solidity as one may
"The loaf of bread."
then
believe, for If the old Zappis wanted it
Francois, struck dumb and blind, at all they wanted it in working order.
turned hot and cold, and his shaking
"Your part wl)l be difficult, Franlhand in his coat' pocket clutched the cois, but I believe you can do it. You
will have to get the key of the
letter.
or else force the lock. Can you
But Battista prodded him with his
liard forefinger. "Ba careful," he mut- do that? It is necessary to do it.
tered, and then again, "The bread"
Francois, for we cannot get on withwith a sharp prod "The loaf of bread" out you, and we shall from now live
and the door had clanged. Battista only to set you free. I send you some
was gone.
thing which may be useful."
'
A strong man, who had not been
Francois dropped the letter and
shut away from life, would likely have picked up the long loaf and tore it
read the letter Instantly, would In apart. There waa a file in the center.
atantly have examined the long round As if a powerful tonic had been inloaf lying beforo him, Francois was fused Into him he felt strength and
111 and weak and It was the first word
calmness pour through him. He read
for five years from hie own people, the letters over and over till he had
which lay in his hand; he eat as if them by heart; then he concealed them
turned to stone, touching the paper as carefully, with the file, in his mattress.
If that were enough; he sat perhaps After that he sat down and concen
.fifteen minutes."
trated his mind with the new force
Then suddenly a breathlessness working In it, on hie plan.
came over him that something might
The governor was almost certain to
"happen before he could read it this have him down to dinner again in two
writing wnicu, wnatever n suouiu Bay, or three days; It was a pity that while
meant life and death to him. Taking he waa there, all but on the spot, he
are not to rustle the paper, deaden could not possess himself of the key
Ing the eound under his bedclothes, and escape. He thought ove one or
toe read it, kneeling by the bed. It was two plans on that basis, but
they all
lour letters from his mother and shipwrecked on the fact that the
Alexe and the general and Pletro; guards were accustomed to take him
Tut the first three were short. He felt, back to his room at eleven, and that,
Indeed, reading them, that no words failing notice from the governor, they
would certainly come to find out why
had been written, that only the arms if they were not called. That would
of the people ho loved had strained start the pursuit; he must have the
about him and their faces laid against night clear. So he unwillingly let go
his, and that so, wordlessly, they had of the great advantage of his own
told him but one thing their undying presence in the governor's room, so
love. Weak, lonely, his intense tern near the scene of
action, and planned
porament stretched to the breaking otherwise. With infinite forethought,
of
fear with an
point by the last three months
eye to every contingency pos
ful hope, it was more than he could sible to
he planned, and when
imagine,
boar. He put the papers against his
the notice came, two days later, that
ch?ek and his head dropped on the the Count von Gersdorf wished him to
bed, and a storm of tears tore his soul dine with him that.,
night, Francois;
and body. But it vaa dangerous; he
XIII-Fran- cols

VII-Mar- quis

VIJI-Fran- cols

1

heart leaped madly but exultantly, for
he was ready.
Never had the young Frenchman
been more entertaining, more winning
to his tyrant than tonight, but the excitement of what was before him made
It almost out of the question to eat
the count's dinner. As before, the
count prescribed old wine as a tonic,
and took Francois with him to get it
Tonight there were three bottles
brought up the count was preparing
to drink hard. And Francois had some
trouble in not drinking with him; but
he kept up his end with singing and
acting, with a dance or two out of the
peasant repertoire of the Jura, with
a mock drill of an awkward squad at
Saint-Cywith clever Imitations of the
few people whom he had seen about
the castle, Battista's grnffness and
mangled German words, and the sniffling mixed with grandiloquence of
one of the guards; finally he grew dar
ing and imitated the governor's superior officer who had visited the
prison six months ago and had seen
Francois among the others. Francois,
with his body bent out, and a fat wads
and a
dle, and an improvised
pursy
manner, spoke of
the governor severely, puffing at him
between sentences, reproving him,
among other things, for having prisoners dine with him.
And the governor roared with delight, for this man was his rival and it
did bis soul good to see him made
ridiculous. He roared, and drank to
the imitation, and the imitation rebuked his levity throatlly, till the governor roared and drank again and
shouted for more. And Francois, excited, exhilarated, did more; an still
the governor drank as he acted. And
the vaudeville went on. So that when
the guard came at eleven the count
was lying across the sofa, too tipsy to
get to bed alone, and Francois had to
wait, pretending to be heavy with wine
himself, while the two soldiers put the
governor to bed.
At last he was taken upstairs between them, leaning on them limply;
at last his door clanged shut; he listened to the footsteps of the two dying
away down the stone hall, down the
staircase; then swiftly he drew out
the file and the letters from bis mattress; he hid the papers, wrapped
tight In their oilskin'cover, in his coat
lining; he set to work with the file to
s
finish iron bars already
filed through. That was done and
with fingers that seemed to work as
fast, as intelligently as his brain, he
tore the bedclothes into stout strips
and tied them together with square
knots which would not slip, and tied
knots in the line at intervals of a few
feet which might keep a man's fingers
from slipping. He had to guess how
long the rope must be, but the bedclothes were all used and the rope was
many yards it must serve. He put
the file, with two candle ends which
he had saved, in his pocket; he made
one end of the strip fast to an untouched iron bar of his window; he
weighted the other end, then he looked
about a moment, half to see If all of
his small resources had been remem
bered, half In a glance of farewell to
a place where he had passed hours
never to be forgotten.
With that he vaulted to the window- ledge and took the first knot in a firm
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With that, a gleam on a brighter surface than the ground met his eight, below tha level of the ground. His eyes,
searching the darkness, made out a
great butt of water, sunken by th
castle wall. Instantly he slid into it
up to his neck. It waa not quite full
and his bead did not show in , tht
shadows of the inside. The blaze 01
the torches swept close, brighter, af
Francois, shivering In the cold water
glued himself to the dark side; thf
blaze of the torches waved, shadowy
gigantic, across the water and the cas
tie wall; he heard the soldiers speal
In short deep words; It was like ar
evil dream, and It slipped past, torch
anc
shadows
es and
heavy tread of men and stern voices
like a dream. Tha heavy door shut
the lights were gone, everything wa:

9,

1914.

trance was closed, overgrown, the
masonry had grown solid with years
and dampoeae.

More dead than alive, Francoi;
Thf
dripped from the water-but-t
hardest part of his night's job, the
part that needed all his Etrength ot
body and brain, was immediately be
fore him, and he stood nerveless, witl
clicking teeth, as limp as the tradition
al drowned rat. A moment he stooc
so, utterly discouraged, without confi
dence, without hope. Then with hh
trembling lips he framed words, words
familiar to him for years, and witl
that, In a shock, he felt strength ant
courage rising in him like a slow caln
flood. It was not less a miracle be
cause there was no sign in the
heavens, no earthquake or lightning;
it was not less a miracle because
many people living now might tell ol
a like help in fearful need. As it wa?
once a long time ago, the water of
was changed into wine. So th"
prisoner stood in the courtyard in tlu
blackness of midnight and found him
self ready.
He groped his way to the shed hr
had seen from the governor's window:
with his old boyish agility he scram
bled up its sloping roof and felt for tht
coping he had noticed the copin?
wide enough for a man's foot; he hai
found it; he had found a water pip
above to help him stand on it; he waf
on the coping, face flat to the wall
working his way with infinite delicau
.are to the window of the governor.
He never knew how long that part
took; it seemed a grcat while, though
not many feet lay between the shed
Then he felt the
and the window.
stone sill of the window; his hand
crept up; it was open wide open.
With a strong pull he had swung himself over and stood in the dark, in the
governor's bedroom.
Stood and listened, hardly daring for
the first instant to draw the long
breath he sorely needed. Then he
smiled. No necessity for that caution
at least. The governor was snoring a
heavy aggressive snore which would
have drowned most noises. Francois
stood quiet till his eyes had grown accustomed to the shadows, and then
they searched about quickly. Ah!
there-thewere, the governor's clothes.
On a chair by his bed. With wary
steps he stole acroBB. He lifted off
one or two things and suddenly there

'"'
was a jingle.
"Ah!" growled the governor and
flung out his hand, and the snore came
to a full stop.
The hand searched the darkness a
second; all but touched that of Fran
cois, then fell limply, the head turned
away, with a deep sigh. Like a statue
Francois stood, frozen to the floor, and
dared not look at the figure stirring in
the bed, for fear his gaze might awake
the sleeper. For he slept; the sound
of the keys had only jarred some
chord In his uneasy dream. Long minutes after the snoring was in full progress again Francois waited, and then
with careful fingers he claeped the entire bunch of keys softly and carried
them into the next room.
There was a low light there, on the
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Only One "BROMO QUININE"

BROMO QUIThat is LAXATIVE
NINE. Look for the signature of E.
W. GROVE. Cures a Cold in One Day,
Cures Grip In Two Days. 25c.
TWO BILLION POINT IS REACHED
IN GOTHAM DURING THE
PAST
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

g
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Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 9. There
were 2,112 annual reports of corporations doing business in New Mexico
filed with the state corporation commission during th calendar year just
closed, for which a fee of fl each
was collected. During the same period 63 notices of suspension were filed. This record Is not comparable
with past years for the reason that
no great amount of attention was devoted to this worls until the first of
last January. However, the commission has made a big effort to ascertain the correct status of all New
Mexico corporations and where they
are defunct has asked them to file the
suspension or dissolution notices.
Thus, many corporations inactive for
years, became officially suspended.
1913 Taxes From Torrance
The report of the treasurer of Torrance county was received today by
the traveling auditor. This shows the
state's proportion of taxes collected
1911,
during December as follows:
$2.30;

1912, $36.12 audi 1913, $10,032.14.
14 County Rolls in

The corrected tax rolls of Guadalupe
county were received this morning by
the traveling auditor, making 14 ot
the 26 counties now in his hands. The
revised total of the assessed valuation of Guadalupe county is $2,895,626,
as compared with a valuation of
estimated by the state board
of equalization.
Goes to Washington
Harry T. Herring, adjutant general
of the state, left this afternoon for
Washington, D. C, where he will at
tend a called meeting of the adjutants
general of the militia of the various
states on January 12, and on January
14, a meeting of the board of directors of the National Rifle association,
of which he is a member. Later he
will go to New York, and returning
will visit home folks at Jackson,
Tenn., for a few days.
Game Warden's Reort
The state game warden has just
made public his report for the calen
dar year ending December 81, 1913.
This report shows a total of $11,732
received from all sources during the
year. This is the largest amount
ever received in any one year by this
department. The amount received,
sources:
came from the following
Resident big game licenses issued
1,223 at $1 each, $1,223. Resident bird
licenses issued, 2,940 at $1 each,
Resident general licenses, in
cluding hoth big game and bird hunting, 3,720

at

Non

$1.50 each, $5,680.

YEAR

one-eight-

.

resident hunting licenses, 114 at $10
each, $1,140. Fishing licenses, 131 at
Receiv
$1 each $131. Total, $11,014.
ed from fines, permits and park li
writing-table- .
Francois slipped the censes, $718. Grand total received map.
Novel "Teachers Rest"
thin, old, brass key which ha knew off $11,732.
A recent gift by Mrs. Russell Sage
about 'The disbursements' were $7,601, di
from the bunch; he glanced
quickly and found the flint and steel vided as follows: Salary of warden, has brought to notice the existence
on Its table and put them In his pock1876 at Tomkins Cove on the
$1,800; salary of chief deputy, $900; since
et; he took down that small saber,
of a home for the women
Hudson
with its
scabbard, and paid to field deputies $1,207.05; mile teachers of New York's public
F.
Padilla, legislative
buckled It about himself; then a age books, $370;
"teachers'
This
rest,"
schools.
thought came to him. A sheet of pa- allowance, $75; printing, stamps-- tele
was
37
old,
virtually
years
writing-tablthough
on
the governor's
per lay
phone, telegraph, traveling expenses,
as If he had been about to write a let- stocking streams and all other ex lost sight of for some years until rediscovered by Mrs Sage, who has
ter; pen and ink were ready. The penses, $3,249.70.
prisoner dropped Into the governor's
given $25,000 for a new building and
Hanna's Store Entered
chair and wrote:
out certain plans now
Federico Burnham, a year and a day for carrying
"My dear count, I cannot run away
for
tinder
widening the scope
way
for you and federal prisoner, who was sent with
without leaving a good-bteacher
a word of thanks for the kindness you the honor men to the San Marcial of the Institution. Her the
m. a nominal cost
of
not
rest,
need
in
I
shall
sure
me.
Ba
shown
have
road camp last week, ran away, was
forget our evenings together and shall captured and started back to Santa that avoids any "charity"- feeling,
be glad when I hear of your promosecure real rest and recreation
Fe. After leaving Larny last night may
tion, as I am sure I shall hear. I
on a seven acre farm where there
heartily hope I am not going to make he escaped by jumping through the now are two of the quaintest and
trouble for you. But I have to go you window of the washroom. Later in most comfortable
to be
cottages
will understand that. With a thousand the night Tom Hanna's store was
surrounded
the
found
Hudson,
along
thanks again I am, count, your grate- burglarized, evidently by two men,
scenery, invigorated by
ful prisoner Francois Beaupre."
as two complete changes of clothlins by inspiring
and dry country air, bountifully
Still the count snored. Francois,
were taken, along with Bomo canned high
with well prepared country
alert, stood and listened as he folded
supplied
the note carefully and laid it under a goods and whiskey. Posses from the food, and with nothing to do but eat,
weight on the table. Then he tempted penitentiary and the sheriff's office sleep and rest. Until a year or two
Providence no longer. He slid the bat- are looking for the escaped prisoner
this rest lias been open only in
tered, blight, old, brass key softly in, today, but late this afternoon he had ago
summer, but the decision to keen- it
to the lock, let himself Into the dark not been
inapprehended.
on
door
the
the
relocked
through the winter as well has
open
stairway,
Crazy on the Subject of Fine
side, groped bis way painfully down
given it new lite and now at any time
Frank Allen, the cook on, the road may be found there a score of more
the steep stairs into the
and when he felt a level floor under gang on the Las Vegas road, serving of these moulders of youthful minds
his feet struck a light with the gov a seven year sentence for arson, was
the time of their lives.
ernor's flint and Bteel. He lighted one brought in from tho camp last ni0ht, enjoying
Fastest Freight Train
The
'The
endfa.
of his candle
and
is
be
to
demented.
He
supposed
fastest
The
freight train in the
which he had left only two hours be
talks
of
Fisherman"
and
fires
u
contnually
the
is
world
burning,
almost
"Flying
seemed
nomeiiKe;
fore,
lacked the governor, that was all. He and says that on March 15 the New whirh brings Gotham's daily supply
crossed to the projecting stone in the Mexico penitentiary Is to lie destroyed of lobsters and tons of other sea food
north wall, and pressed the corner of and every convict liberated.
from ISoston, By catching this train
the stone below. Nothing happened
out
of the "Hub" the lobsters ara
Hurriedly he' pressed it again, harder,
Do you begin to cought at nieht, abio to cover the intervening diswaL
even
of
the
surface
but the cold
to sleep? Do you tance of 231 miles at the rate of 30
lust when you
stared him blankly in the face. Again have a ticklinghope
thront that keeps you
he pushed with no result. A sickness awake? Just take Foley's Honey and miles an hour, reaching New York
came over him. Was all his labor and Tar Compound.
It will check the in tha early morning in time to pass
peril to go for nothing? Was he to be couch and stop the ticklinar sensation through the many etajes of hanii:ns
caught again and thrust back, this at once. Does not upset the stomach, turtweea arrival and duty on the
time into some far worse dungeon? in best for children and Frown per- "Groat white
way'' that evening. A
How had he dared to hope! The en sons. O. O. Schnefer and Rod Crows
of thf f itU consumed here
larco
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grip and let himself out Into the dark
still night. His feet hung In the air,
his hand slid fast fast down that
poor ladder of torn stuff; the die was
cast; he was going to things unknown;
he had taken a desperate chance and
might not go back. And he slipped
down, down, from knot to knot. Sud
denly he came to the laBt knot; he had
fastened a bit of wood there so that
he might know when he got to the
end. What was this? It certainly waa
the last knot; the bit of wood scraped
his hand as he held it; but als feet did
;not touch ground.
There be hung, swaying in black
iness, not knowing how far he might
be above the earth, not knowing what
;to do. Only a moment, for Instantly
ihe knew that in any case he could not
go back, if he would, up that slight
swinging rope; he must drop, what
ever happened. He bent his knees
ready for the fall and let go. With a
shock he landed and rolled, bruised
and out of breath, but not injured; he
looked up and in the dimness saw the
last knot with Its bit of wood swing
ing in air twelve feet or so from the
ground.
But he had no time given him to
consider this point, for at that second, at the far end of the closed yard
a door opened, a blaze of light poured
out, end a squad of six soldiers stepped
from tha castle, torches in the hands
of tlie foremost. Francois dropped,
crouching into the shadows against
tho wall, but iiis heart grew sick as he
realized the futility of this. The soldiers were coming straight toward
him.
'
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reach here the first nr ning i r
being caught, while the lobsters
which come from Maine and Cauad
waters arrive the second moralist;
after leaving their native haunts.
Church Starts Marriage School
In one of New York's largest
churches is a school where young
men and women are invited to lean
whom to marry and whom not tt
marry and also the "whens,"! ths
'hows" and the "whys" of the mar
riage game. Because parents gener
ally are uninformed and unable t
teach these principles in. the fcoin
Dr. Smith, the superintendent of the
Mount Morris Baptist church, and
his corps of able
purpose
to teach them in a school of eugenics
which has recently been established
within th church. Plans have been
completed for a series of lectures by;
recognized authorities in scientific!
and sociological circles on heredity,
environment and all the allied sub
.
jects of eugenics, and advice is of-fered freely to those about whom tha
matrimonial bee ia buzzJng for maybe it ought to he allowed to buzz, an
maybe it ought not This latest
eugenics movement distrusts emo
tionalism, holding that in many:
cases possibly ia a majority
oi
cases real romance should be sao
riflced upon the altar of spartanlsin

New York, Jan. 9. For the first
time in its history New York's commerce for a single year has passed
the two billion dollar mark, the exports andt Imports handled through
this port in 1913 amounting to the
enormous total of $2,139,265,000. This
Is an increase of $223,000,000- over
1912.
In 1913 iu fact, almost one-hal-f
the commence orj the whole
country was handled through, this
port, the figure for all tho rest of the
New
country being $2,434,892,000.
York led In the increase by percentage, having gained 10.45 per cent,
while all the other ports together
gained 10.19 per cent. Of all foreign
commerce for the whole country during the past year New York had
47.08 per cent, as compared to 46.99
per cent the year before. The Im
ports at New York were $75,000,000
greater than the exports. On the
other haud the exports of the country as a Whole exceeded the imports
One of the most In
by $654,000,000.
How's This?
teresting sets of figures collected in
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
this connection shows the extent to
which American vessels shared In ward tor any case of Catarrh that
Catarrla
the import and export trade. Rough cannot be cured by Hall's
Cure.
ly speaking, they indicate that only
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of tiii& enormous
We, the undersigned, have known
pbout
trade is carried by American vessels. P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, anfii
perfectly honorable in all
Small as this proportion is, however, believe him
and financially-abltransactions
business
alarm is felt here that it may be
to carry out any obligation?
further decreased in fact, virtually made by his firm.
wipod out by the adoption of legisla- NATIONAL BANK OP COMMERCE,
Toledo, O
tion now pending at Washington
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalknown as the seamen's bill, which ly,
acting directly upon the blood andt
will increase the cost of operating mucous surfaces of the system. TesAmerican vessels which already is timonials sent free. Price 75 cent
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
higher than that of foreign competi- perTake
Hall's Family Pills for constitors. In spite of all talk of hard
Adv.
pation.
feels
times, Father Knickerbocker
fairly well satisfied with his trade for INTERCOLLEGIATE
BASKETSALli
the year, in view of the fact that it
New York, Jan, 9. The championhas now passed the two billion dollar
ship season of the Intercollegiata
mark.
Basketball league begins tonight andt
Collection of Death Missiles
The
will continue until March 10.
A wierd exhibit of death, missiles
made up this season of sic
is
league
is the 1913 crop, of bombs stored by teams instead of
five, Yale being ad;'-eGotham's inspectors of combustibles
to the list The others are Corin a secret magazine maintained by
Princetr
the fire department on the upper nell, Columbia, Dartmouth,
All
tear
of
and
the
Pennsylvania.
East Bide. These bombs are careful
some
tin
veterans
have
among
ly labelled and catalogued and are
held for the time when the chain of members and the prospects are briri
evidence against various blackmail- for a successful season. The inter:
is increased by the possibility of u
ing and other bands may have reach
ed the point where the culprits intersectional game being arranged t
should be confronted with the pro the close of the season between Uie
duct of their handiwork. In this champions of tha Eastern league and
unique collection are the keys to the Western conference.
many of the bomb outrages of the
past year, of which there were no Sneffels, Col. A. J. Walsh waa
less than 125 an increase of 7,3 over badly done up with rheumatism and
sent
Pills which was
1912.
Most ot them are cunningly the for Foley Kidney
only thing that would cure him.
to
failed
contrived explosives which
Geo. Potter of Pomiac, Mo., was down
explode through no fault of their on his back with kidney end bladder
makers but were discovered before trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It is a
the burning fuses reached the powersplendid medicine and always helps.
exful charges. Were these bombs
Just try It. O. G. Schaefer and Ret!
they would Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ploded simultaneously
wipe a city block of buildings off the
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He Must Drop, Whatever Happened.
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CRAMER

CASE

MAY

GO OVER

Kansas City, Mo., Jan.9. The cas
of Dr. W. T. Elam, the St. Joseph,
Mo., physician who shot and killed
W. Putnam Cramer of Chicago in tha
Hotel Baltimore here last Novemb;l,
because of the alleged attention
paid iby Cramer to the physician'
wife, is on the docket for trial next
Monday. Owing to the crowded condition of the docket it is probable tins
trial will he deferred until a later
date. Dr. Elam is at liberty under
bond.
TO MEET IN JACKSONVILLE
Jacksonville,- Fla., Jan. 9. Jacksonville today completed arrangements
fqr the entertainment of the annual
-

convention to he held here next weds
by the National League of Commission Men. Members of the league,
many of them accompanied by thei r
families, will be here from New
York, Philadelphia, Boston, Buffalo,
Baltimore, Chicago, Cincinnati, Kansas City, New Orleans and many other cities.,
$1,000 PRIZES FOR FARMERS
Madison, Wis., Jan. 9. An offer of
more than $1,000 in cash and speei at

prizes has resulted in a
display of grain and fora,o plmi.at the twelfth annual meeting and inhibition of the Wisconsin Ass':sjultr-al- Experiment association, mliit-opened here today. Tha gaUie!!' j
will continue over tomorrow.
record-breakin-

-
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IOWA PROGRESSIVES
Des Moines, la., Jan.
members of &

party from near! every
Iowa afw-n'bia iV.-j.nrtj's j
future, with paHicuhr tithe nest ( '
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Fancy Celery

AT THE

il Mi

Murphey's bargain sale
of the town. Adv.

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Sealshipt Oysters
,

Fancy Naval Oranges
Fancy Florida Grapefruit
Fancy Lemons
Fancy Bananas
Fancy Table Apples

Parsnips
TurB,Ps

Carrots
Yellow Onions

Sour Spiced Pickles

Parsley

Scout Spiced Pickles

Stearns

4

ju

j.

lure

QLMIETf

As-- 1
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings--uniqu- e
patterns-a- ll
prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

"

at

"SIGN OF THE SNAKF." Kaybee Drama.
"THE SPARTAN GIRL OF THE WEST" American Drama.
"A MUDDY ROMANCE"
Keystone Comedy.

Bourbon

n

822

Fifth street.

GOVERNMENT HAS

Ladies' handbags at half price at
Murphey's bargain sale. Adv.

See Murphey's bargain table for
useful articles at half price. Adv.
Tomas Gonzales y Jaramillo of
N. M., applied this morning for
bounty on one coyote and one wild
cat killed near his ranch. The total
bounty amounted to $4.

at price

of many useful articles
on Murphey's bargain table. Adv.

The Knighta of Columbus
have
made arrangements to give a dance
at the O. R. C. hall on the evening of
January 22. The affair promises to
be an enyojable entertainment.

-

.TS

, jr.

Cut glass and china cheaper
ever offered in Las Vegas at
phey's bargain sale. Adv.

than
Mur- -

'

Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau will begin a series of two sermons this even
ing at the Temple Monteflore on
"The Emancipation of "Woman." A
large audience will attend this

Any article in cut glass, China, or
f
brass goods at
regular price.
Store.
Adv.
Drug
Murphey's

sections of Santa Fo train
were run this morning, du3 to
heavy traffic toward the coast. A
second section of train No. 10 also
passed through Las Vegas this afternoon, consisting of deadhead
Two

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

No. 3

F

BRIDGE STREET

5:24

one-hal-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

MUTUAL MOVIES

Air. and Mrs. Leslie C. Witten yes
terday moved into the residence at

Look

EMAJO

the talk

Pascuala Martinez, aged 16, of
and Hipolito Baca, aged 20, of
Bernal, were granted a marriage 11
cense at the courthouse yesterday af
ternoon.

Dill Pickles

--

Is

Light automobile lamps
o'clock tills evening.

Solid Cabbage
Led Lee,s

1914.

PROGRAM TONIGHT

j

i

Live Chickens
Dressed Chickens

Head Lettuce

9,

JUST RECEIVED

f

TO TAX MINE PRODUCTS
Lansing, Mich., Jan. a. If

the
members of the state grange can get
the signatures of 45,000 voters to
their petition, the next state legislature will be asked to pass a law
a cent a
placing a tax of one-hapound on the output of the copper
mines of Michigan. The legislative
e,
committee of
in session
here today, also decided to attempt
WILL BE HELD to bring about the passage of .a law
EXAMINATIONS
HERE FOR THOSE WHO
placing a tonnage tax on iron, based
f
on a rate of two and
WISH THE JOBS
per
cent of mined value of a ton of Iron
The following civil service exam- ore.
inations will be held in this city on
These bills will be drawn up at
the dates mentioned: February 2
once and copies will foe' attached to
Negative cutter and lithographic help- each petition, as required by law. In
the event that the legislature refuses
er, (male) salary, f 900. January 4
Assistant preparator In paleontology to pass the bills, they will be sub(male) salary $60 per month; super mitted to a direct vote of the people.
intendent of Industries (male) sal Durfng.theession of 1911 a tonnage
ary $1,000. February
Expert and tax ifll was passed by the house but
special agent (male) salary $1,200 was killed in the senate.
to $1,800. February 9 Cook (male
and female) and baker (male and fe-ATlfOOD WILL
male) Aat salaries ranging from $420 REV.
to. JSOft.Jpeq.nnu-miiooibo.j
Ou January 21 an examination for
BE HERE
stenographer and typewriter (male)
will be held to fill many positions at
Washington. Doubtless this examin- BAPTIST STATE SECRETARY WILL
ation will be taken by several local
PREACH IN THE LOCAL
people. The salary paid for entrance
CHURCH
is $840 ,tp-- $900 per annum. For all
informatipn concerning these examin
Rev. E. B. Atwood of Albuquerque,
ations see Oscar Linberg at the
will preach Sunday at the First Bap
tist church, in the morning at 11
o clock and In the
evening at 7:30
o'clock. Rev, Atwood is the Baptist
JOSEPH
state secretary and needs no intro
duction to those who have heard him
PHILADELPHIA preach: Special music will be given
.by the Baptist male quartette and
all are cordially Invited to attend.
LONGTIME

Six 1914 Model Ford Autos
Cars Now on Display at Our Garage

J

POSITIONS FOR

lf

The Greatest Car on the Market Today Yet

ST10S

'

the Lowest Priced

-

j

CAR FULLY EQUIPPED

$615

one-hal-

The Las Vegas Ford Sales Co.
.
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E. D. Raynolds, Vice

Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
President,

Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.

Cashier.

H. Erie Hoke, Assistant

ONiSLW

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

;

liAUG US

RESIDENT
OF MORA
WAS WELL KNOWN ALL
OVER THIS STATE

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

interest

'

""Paid!

en Time Deposit

Subscribe for The Optic.

Word was received in Las Vegas
from Philadelphia of the
death of Joseph Harburg in that city
yesterday. Mr. Harburg's death was
caused from heart trouble, of which
he had been a sufferer for a number
of years. He was about 53 years of
age and was well known in Las

last night

THE GREATEST CAIt
on the market today, for the price, is now on display at
the Overland display shop on Railroad Avenue. We invite inspection and will gladly demonstrate the merits of
'
the car at any time.

II, B. HUBBARD, Agent
417 Railroad Avenue

AS BREAD IS THE STAFF OF
LIFE
the better the bread the
stronger the staff. To obtain the best bread you
must use the best flour
and that is undoubtedly
Our Pride brand. Ask
any one who has tried it
or better yet order a sack
and try it yourself.

TLOURft

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

"n,?,NE

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rya, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Benny Chavez, accompanied by his
manager, A. Ross, and Frankie Fow-sepassed through Las Vegas this
afternoon on his way from Denver to
Albuquerque, where he will box Johnny Lewis of California on January 16.
Chavez was met at the station by
!;
several of his local admirers.

r,

Big dance at Hotel Romaine dining
and lobby Friday night, January 9, given by Slmison's orchestra.
.
Adv.
room

The county roads are rapidly being
cleared of snow and moisture with
the clear weather, and reports from
the road to Watrous are that It Is
now in good condition. The dragging
of the roads as soon as the weather
clears is a valuable assistant to the
maintenance of the highways and
places them in good condition.

Extra special on oranges for a few
days, ,20 and 25 cents per dozen; J3
f
a box, $1.50 for
bax at

Pa-pen-s.

one-hal-

Adv.

.. v.

A new stock of shoes,

children's
misses and little gents' patent leather button. If a dress shoe is desired
we can. please you. JBedgcock, 614
Douglas avenue.Adv. to be a dance at the Hotel
this evening which promises to:;le an enjoyable affair. The
e
dance will be conducted on the
scale. The dance is to be
given by the Simison orchestra.

There

1b

fRomaine

nlckle-a-danc-

ri

ci
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b Best of Everything EalMe

FRESH EVAPORATED

FRUITS

I have reopened my class for piano
instruction imd will accommodate only a limited number of pupils. Rates
are $1 per lesson or 75 each for two
Mrs.
r
lessons a week.
Charles Kohn, Phone Main 226. Residence 414 Tenth street. Adv.. .,
half-hou-

Apricots

Peaches

Pears'""'

U-

Francs
Loganberries
Currants
Raisins
Majestic Brand Apples

n's
THE
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mm

and Dates

Mr. Harburg was a pioneer of
Mora, coming to New Mexico In 1882

STORE

SALE

and residing in the territory until
the last few years when he went to
his bid home in Philadelphia. During
his long residence, in Mora he was
in the mercantile business, and managed a successful store there. He
is survived, besides his wife and several children, by numerous other rela
tives, Including a brother, Carl Har
burg, who resides in Cleveland, N. M.
Mr. Harburg was well liked by
every one of his acquaintances. He
was of a charitable nature and as
sisted many people during hard
times. The funeral will occur Suni
;i v
day in Philadelphia.
LADIES ELECT OFFICERS
fThe Ladles' Aid Society (Oj

the

.First Christian church met yester
day afternoon at the name of Mrs.
J. Council. .The officers of lie or
ganizations had ia,. good report for
the past year and all were confident
that much more would be accomplished this year.
The total receipts of the society
last year were $298.92. At least
$230.00 could be considered as clear
money above all expenses. The la
dies still have some valuame articles
which were made for sale last year.
Great Interest was taken In the
election of officers' for the new year.
The vote was taken by ballot, the
one receiving the highest number of
votes being considered ewwrted. Those
elected were: Mrs, A. J Gerard, president, Mrs. L. L. Brown, vicg president; Mrs, John Burks, secretary,
and Mrs. William Harper, treasurer.

;

PAVING PETITION

GRANTED

The trustees of the West side met
last night and passed resolutions authorizing the paving of Bridge street.
THE BIG DANCE
On Monday evening, January 19, This shows the progressive spirit of
at the armory Las Vegaa will have the citizens and- councilmen of the
another oportunity to dance to the Old Town.
County Engineer George E. Morristrains of our crack little orchestra,
son was instructed to draw up plans
organizaviz., Simison's seven-piec- e
tion. Having added a competent flu- and specifications for the work, after
Which advertisement will be made
tist, a rare thing nowadays, removes
for
bids. After the contract Is let
the organization from the commonowners on the street will
property
to
second
In
and
none
places it
place
New Mexico. Tickets $1. per couple. have 30 days jQ which to register
complaints.
Extra fadies free. Adv.
The general opinion, however, is
that there will be no objection to
Subscribe for The Optic
the paving.
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Every article in CHIN A,s CUT GLASS
BRASS for ONE HALF-- REGULAR.
PRICE.
OiiE

week

RE-TAI- L

ore

Plixtes, Cups and Saucers, Tea;, Coffee sxnd
Chocolate Sets, Bon-Bo- n
Bishes, Etc., Etc.,
CHEAPER than ever offered in Les Yegixs.
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See Our; BARGAIN TABLE

HALF REGULAR RETAIL
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